inglisuri ena
V klasi

maswavleblis wigni
დV

zogadi ganaTlebis erovnuli miznebi
saqarTveloSi zogadi ganaTlebis sistema miznad isaxavs Seqmnas
xelsayreli pirobebi erovnuli da zogadsakacobrio Rirebulebebis
matarebeli, Tavisufali pirovnebis CamoyalibebisaTvis. amasTan erTad,
ganaTlebis sistema uviTarebs mozards gonebriv da fizikur unarCvevebs, aZlevs saWiro codnas, amkvidrebs jansaRi cxovrebis wess,
moswavleebs uyalibebs liberalur da demokratiul Rirebulebebze
damyarebul

samoqalaqo

cnobierebas

da

exmareba

maT

ojaxis,

sazogadoebisa da saxelmwifos winaSe sakuTari ufleba-movaleobebis
gacnobierebaSi.
saqarTvelos zogadi ganaTlebis sistemaSi miRebuli gamocdilebis
safuZvelze mozardma unda SeZlos:
a) qveynis interesebis, tradiciebisa da Rirebulebebis mimarT sakuTari
pasuxismgeblobis gaazreba;
b) bunebrivi garemo pirobebis SenarCuneba da dacva;
g) teqnologiuri Tu sxva inteleqtualuri miRwevebis efeqtianad
gamoyeneba; informaciis mopoveba, damuSaveba da analizi;
d) damoukideblad cxovreba, gadawyvetilebis miReba;
e) iyos Semoqmedi, Tavad Seqmnas Rirebulebebi da ar icxovros mxolod
arsebulis xarjze;
v) sakuTari SesaZleblobebisa da interesebis uwyveti ganviTareba
mTeli cxovrebis ganmavlobaSi da maTi maqsimaluri realizeba
rogorc qveynis SigniT, ise mis sazRvrebs gareTac;
z) komunikacia individebTan da jgufebTan;
T) iyos kanonmorCili, toleranti moqalaqe.
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ucxouri enebis swavlebis miznebi da amocanebi
ucxouri enis swavlebis prioritetuli miznebia:
 enobrivi cnobierebis gamdidreba da am gziT enobrivi ganaTlebis donis amaRleba;
 sametyvelo unar-Cvevebis (mosmena, kiTxva, wera, laparaki) ganviTareba minimum or ucxour
enaze;
 sxva kulturis warmomadgenlebTan warmatebuli sakomunikacio unar-Cvevebis gamomuSaveba;
 dadebiTi ganwyobilebis Camoyalibeba enobriv-kulturuli mravalferovnebis mimarT;
 gansxvavebuli kulturuli konteqstebisa da teqstebis gagebis unar-Cvevebis ganviTareba;
 sxvadasxva enobriv-kulturuli identobis warmomadgenlebTan TanamoRvaweobis unaris gamo
muSaveba;
 enebis efeqtianad swavlis unar-Cvevebis ganviTareba.
am saganmanaTleblo miznebidan gamomdinare, ucxouri enebis swavleba skolaSi iTvaliswinebs
konkretuli amocanebis gadaWras, romlebic sam kategoriad iyofa:
1. sxvadasxva tipis codnis SeZena:
 gramatikuli, leqsikuri codna;
 marTlwerisa da marTlmetyvelebis sabaziso normebis codna;
 ucxoenovani qveynebis sociokulturisa da kulturis gacnoba;
 teqstis tipebisa da maTi maxasiaTeblebis codna.
2. sxvadasxva saxis unar-Cvevebis ganviTareba:
 sametyvelo unar-Cvevebi;
 enobrivi unar-Cvevebi;
 strategiuli unar-Cvevebi;
 samoqalaqo unar-Cvevebi.
3. damokidebulebebis Camoyalibeba:
 individualuri mravalferovnebis dafaseba da pativiscema;
 enobriv-kulturuli kuTvnilebis gancda;
 kulturuli garemos TviTmyofadobis, misi ganumeoreblobis dafaseba da pativiscema;
 pozitiuri damokidebuleba rogorc kulturuli, ise individualuri mravalferovnebis
mimarT da misi, rogorc samyaros mravalferovnebis kerZo gamovlinebis aRqma;
 interesi ucxo samyaros mimarT.
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pirveli ucxouri enis (inglisuri enis) wliuri programebi
pirveli ucxouri ena (inglisuri ena) dawyebiT safexurze
V klasi
mimarTuleba 1. zepiri metyveleba (mosmena da laparaki)
misaRwevi Sedegebi

V klasis Sefasebis indikatorebi

I ucx. dawy. (II). 1. moswavlem unda SeZlos standartiT
gansazRvruli
sxvadasxva tipis teqstis
mosmena/mosmena-yureba da
gageba.

moswavle:
 amoicnobs sasaubro Temas, konteqsts, Tanamosaubreebs;
 ganarCevs familarul da Tavazian formulebs;
 amoicnobs konkretul detalebs (sad, rodis, ramdeni, rogori
da sxv.);
 amoicnobs ambis ganviTarebis etapebs (rogor daiwyo, ra moxda,
rogor damTavrda);
 gansazRvravs moqmedebaTa drosa da adgils;
 amoicnobs personaJebis emociebs, damokidebulebs;
 personaJTa saqcielidan gamomdinare, gamoaqvs daskvna maTi xasiaTis, Tvisebis Sesaxeb;
 ganarCevs intonaciiT gamoxatuli naTqvamis modalobas (Txovna,
SekiTxva, brZaneba).

I ucx. dawy. (II). 2. moswavlem unda SeZlos martiv
interaqciaSi monawileoba, ramdenime winadadebiani monologis warmoTqma.

moswavle:
 gaiTamaSebs martiv dialogebsa da scenebs; teqstebis warmoTqmisas icavs Sesabamis intonaciasa da ritms;
 monawileobs martiv interaqciaSi; svams/pasuxobs kiTxvebs
konkretul saklaso situaciasTan dakavSirebiT;
 svams /pasuxobs martiv kiTxvebs misTvis nacnobi Temebis, naswavli teqstis Sinaarsis Sesaxeb;
 monawileobs simulaciur situaciaSi (mag., maRaziaSi, Sexvedra
quCaSi/parkSi TanatolTan/ufrosTan);
 aRwers garemos (oTaxs, quCas, suraTs);
 martivi eniT hyveba nanax an gagonil ambavs;
 saubrobs misTvis nacnob Temebze (mag., ojaxi, naTesavebi/ megobrebi, Tavisufali dro da sxva).

I ucx. dawy. (II). 3. moswavlem unda SeZlos sakomunikacio
situaciis
gaTvaliswinebiT elementaruli enobrivi unarCvevebis gamoyeneba;

moswavle:
 interaqciisas SearCevs sakomunikacio situaciis Sesatyvis
mimarTvis formebs, gamoTqmebs, kliSeebs, enobriv konstruqciebs;
 icavs Sesabamis intonacias sxvadasxva modalobis winadadebebis
warmoTqmis dros;
 iyenebs adgilmdebareobis gamomxatvel martiv enobriv saSualebebs;
 icavs elementarul sintaqsur mimarTebebs winadadebebis wevrebs
Soris (qvemdebarisa da Semasmenlis SeTanxmeba pirsa da ricxvSi);
 saTanadod iyenebs naswavl leqsikur erTeulebs.

I ucx. dawy. (II). 4. moswavlem unda SeZlos zepiri
metyvelebis amocanebis
Sesabamisi strategiebis
gamoyeneba.

moswavle:
 gamoTqvams varauds Sinaarsis Sesaxeb saTauris, ilustraciebis,
araverbaluri elementebis safuZvelze;
 cdilobs ucnobi sityvebis, gamoTqmebis, winadadebebis mniSvnelobis damoukideblad amocnobas nacnob elementebze dayrdnobiT
(mag., konteqsti, ilustracia da sxva);
 mSobliur enaze aRwers, ra xerxiT/gziT moaxerxa mosasmeni amocanis gadaWra.
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mimarTuleba 2. weriTi metyveleba (kiTxva da wera)
misaRwevi Sedegebi

V klasis Sefasebis indikatorebi

I ucx. dawy. (II). 5. moswavlem unda SeZlos gawafulad kiTxva.

moswavle:
 Sesabamisi intonaciiTa da pauzebis gamoyenebiT xmamaRla gamarTulad kiTxulobs mcire zomis nacnob teqstebs;
 teqstis Sinaarss adekvaturad usadagebs araverbalur metyvelebas.

I ucx. dawy. (II). 6. moswavlem unda SeZlos standartiT
gansazRvruli
teqstebis wakiTxva da
gageba.

moswavle:
 amoicnobs teqstis sakomunikacio situacias (avtori, adresati,
Tema, mizani);
 sakiTxavi amocanebis Sesabamisad teqstSi poulobs eqspliciturad mocemul informacias;
 amoicnobs movlenaTa da moqmedebaTa Tanamimdevrobas; maT Soris
mizezSedegobriv kavSirebs;
 amoicnobs personaJebis emociebsa da ganwyobebs, maTi qcevis motivebs (mag., ratom aris mowyenili; ratom moiqca ase da a.S.);
 ganarCevs teqstSi avtorisa da personaJebis sityvebs;
 gamoyofs siuJetis ganviTarebis safexurebs.

I ucx. dawy. (II). 7. moswavlem unda SeZlos
sxvadasxva tipis martivi
teqstis
struqturuli
da enobrivi maxasiaTeblebis amocnoba.

moswavle:
 amoicnobs sxvadasxva tipis martivi teqstis struqturul maxasiaTeblebs;
 erTmaneTs adarebs sxvadasxva saxis teqsts kompoziciuri agebulebis mixedviT (mag., gakveTilebis cxrili da Ria baraTi), asaxelebs gansxvavebebs, msgavsebebs;
 amoicnobs sakomunikacio situaciis Sesatyvis gamoTqmebs, kliSeebs, enobriv konstruqciebs (mag., mokiTxvis, milocvis, dapatiJebis da sxva);
 amoicnobs sintaqsur mimarTebebs martivi winadadebebis wevrebs
Soris, zmnis axlandeli, warsuli da momavali drois gamomxatvel
formebs, zmnizedebs, adgilmdebareobisa da drois
gamomxatvel martiv enobriv saSualebebs (zmnizedas, windebuls).

I ucx. dawy. (II). 8. moswavlem unda SeZlos nimuSis mixedviT mcire zomis teqstis dawera.

moswavle:
 TanamimdevrobiT gadmoscems faqtebs, movlenebs;
 aRwers / axasiaTebs adamianebs, cxovelebs, sagnebs;
 azustebs saWiro detalebs;
 gamoxatavs sakuTar damokidebulebebs, grZnobebsa da survilebs.

I ucx. dawy. (II). 9. moswavlem unda SeZlos werilobiTi teqstis struqturis dacva, elementaruli
enobrivi
unar-Cvevebis
gamoyeneba.

moswavle:
 iyenebs sakomunikacio situaciis Sesabamis formulebs;
 icavs werilobiTi teqstis struqturas;
 iyenebs adgilmdebareobis gamomxatvel martiv enobriv saSualebebs (zmnizeda, windebuli);
 icavs elementarul sintaqsur mimarTebebs winadadebis wevrebs
Soris (mag., qvemdebarisa da Semasmenlis SeTanxmeba pirsa da ricxvSi);
 SearCevs zmnis saTanado formebs;
 icavs sityvaTa wyobas mtkicebiTi, uaryofiTi da kiTxviTi Sinaarsis Semcvel winadadebebSi;
 icavs orTografiis wesebs, sworad iyenebs sasven niSnebs.
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I ucx. dawy. (II). 10. moswavlem unda SeZlos weriTi
metyvelebis amocanebis
Sesabamisi strategiebis
gamoyeneba.

moswavle:
 saTaurze, ilustraciebze dayrdnobiT mSobliur enaze gamoTqvams varauds teqstis Sinaarsis Sesaxeb;
 nacnob elementebze dayrdnobiT (mag., konteqsti, ilustracia,
nacnobi fuZe) damoukideblad amoicnobs ucnobi sityvebis, winadadebebis mniSvnelobas;
 mTlian teqstze dakvirvebiT, misi sityvieri da arasityvieri maorganizebeli elementebis daxmarebiT (saTauri, rubrika, ilustracia, warwera, abzaci, sveti, logo, tipografiuli maxasiaTeblebi /
mag., msxvili Srifti/ da sxv.) moiZiebs konkretul informacias;
 mSobliur enaze aRwers, ra gziT moaxerxa ama Tu im sakiTxavi
davalebis Sesruleba;
 ecnoba da iyenebs sxvebis mier SerCeul xerxebs, gamoaqvs daskvna
imis Sesaxeb, Tu romeli midgoma iyo misTvis ufro efeqturi da
ratom.
 moiZiebs da amzadebs aucilebel saswavlo resursebs (mag., leqsikoni, nimuSi, saWiro enobrivi masala da sxva);
 wers Sav variants;
 gadaikiTxavs Sav variants, saswavlo resursze dayrdnobiT amowmebs nawers da asworebs Secdomebs;
 aTeTrebs nawers.

mimarTuleba 3. interkultura
misaRwevi Sedegebi

V klasis Sefasebis indikatorebi

I ucx. dawy. (II). 11. moswavlem unda SeZlos sociokulturuli
konteqstebis erTmaneTTan Sedareba, paralelebis gavleba ucxo da mSobliuri
kulturis
fenomenebs
Soris.

moswavle:
 moswavle iCens interess kulturuli gansxvavebebis mimarT; avlebs paralelebs ucxo da mSobliur kulturul da sociokulturul konteqstebs Soris da poulobs msgavseba-gansxvavebebs;
 gamoTqvams sakuTar mosazrebebs, damokidebulebebs msgavsebebsa
da gansxvavebebis Sesaxeb;
 moiZiebs damatebiT cnobebs;
 poulobs naswavli andazis analogiurs mSobliur enaSi da
adarebs gamoxatvis formebs.

I ucx. dawy. (II). 12. moswavlem unda SeZlos TanatolebTan da maswavlebelTan erTad sxvadasxva
tipis proeqtis dagegmva
da ganxorcieleba.

moswavle:
 maswavlebelTan, gundis wevrebTan erTad ayalibebs proeqtis
warmatebiT ganxorcielebis kriteriumebs, gegmavs proeqtis ganxorcielebis etapebs;
 asrulebs misTvis mikuTvnebul funqcias, romlis gansazRvraganawilebaSi monawileobs gundis yvela wevri maswavleblis daxmarebiT;
 maswavleblis, mSoblis an sxva piris daxmarebiT moiZiebs saTanado resursebs;
 gundis wevrebTan erTad maswavleblis daxmarebiT SearCevs, daamuSavebs moZiebul masalas, aumjobesebs da asrulebs proeqts.
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mimarTuleba 4. swavlis swavla
misaRwevi Sedegebi

V klasis Sefasebis indikatorebi

I ucx. dawy. (II). 13. moswavlem unda SeZlos
saswavlo
saqmianobis
marTva,
swavlis
procesze dafiqreba, sakuTari winsvlis xelSewyoba da swavlis procesis warmarTvasa da gaumjobesebaSi
aqtiurad
monawiloeba.

moswavle:
 gegmavs sakuTar saqmianobas;
 monawileobs swavlis procesis SefasebaSi, avsebs asakis Sesabamis TviTSefasebis sqemebs,
 akvirdeba Sefasebis Sedegebs, gaiazrebs da asaxelebs winsvlisa
da CamorCenis mizezebs;
 qmnis pirad portfolios sakuTari winsvlis amsaxveli masalebisTvis (Sefasebis sqemebi, video da audio Canawerebi, proeqtis
masalebi);
 cdilobs damoukideblad gadalaxos siZneleebi;
 acnobierebs da asaxelebs winsvlisTvis xelisSemSlel mizezebs, miuTiTebs maTi gamosworebis SesaZlo gzebze (mag. romeli xerxi gamoiyenos leqsikuri masalis dasamaxsovreblad).

I ucx. dawy. (II). 14. moswavlem unda SeZlos saTanado strategiebisa da
sxvadasxva tipis saganmanaTleblo resursebis
(beWdviTi da multimediuri resursebis, informaciul-sakomunikacio
teqnologiebis) gaazrebulad gamoyeneba.

moswavle:
 iyenebs sxvadasxva xerxs leqsikuri masalis asaTviseblad (mag.,
ramdenjerme wakiTxva an dawera, asocireba raimesTan, konteqstSi
gamoyeneba, erTi Tematikis mixedviT dajgufeba da sxva); sistematurad imeorebs ganvlil leqsikur masalas; amokrebs rTulad
aTvisebul leqsikur erTeulebs da amuSavebs maT;
 iyenebs sxvadasxva strategias gramatikul movlenebSi gasarkvevad: konkretul magaliTebze dakvirvebiT amoicnobs da iyenebs enobriv meqanizmebs; adarebs erTmaneTs ucxouri da mSobliuri enebis gramatikul movlenebs; iyenebs sqemebs, tabulebs,
klasifikaciebs, struqturul modelebs;
 qmnis operatiul resursebs (mag., anbanur/Tematur leqsikons,
plakats, martiv sqemas, kiTxvars da sxva) da iyenebs maT;
 efeqtianad iyenebs saxelmZRvanelos resursebs (mag., leqsikons,
struqturul nimuSebs, gramatikul cnobars, ilustraciebs da
sxva);
 informaciul-sakomunikacio teqnologiebis (ist) meSveobiT efeqtianad iyenebs asakis Sesatyvis saganmanaTleblo programebs, eleqtronul leqsikonebs;
 maswavleblis daxmarebiT moZiebuli internet-resursebis gamoyenebiT qmnis da amuSavebs teqsts, iyenebs fotoebs, cxrilebs.
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saxelmZRvanelos Sinaarsi da Sesatyvisoba erovnul saswavlo gegmasTan
Unit/ Topic

Language Functions

Grammar Focus

Unit 1
Amanda’s
first day at
school

Amanda is late for school. Everything is
upside down/get dressed/What impressed
you?
We had a fantastic outdoor swimmingpool. I was abroad. I travelled by
helicopter.
The Cliseum is in Italy. It was built in
80 AD. There were gladiator’s fights and
animal hunts/arena/the fight started.
A project:
a. About coliseum
b.About historical monuments of Georgia

Practise past simple
questions and answers
Where were you in summer?
Did you go abroad?
Practise present simple by asking for
information
Where is the Coliseum?
How old is it?
Practise capitalization.
Practise for gist. Possessive case in
plural-ten minutes’time
Telling time: ten to nine

Unit 2
Shopping for
school
A coat-A true
story

What can I do for you?
Where can I try it on?
What size do you wear?
Would you like to ...
Can I change 20 dollars into laris please?
How would you like it?
How much money did Billy pay?
No matter what it is.
Hardly noticed/something caught his
eyes/ragged/ crouched/ exhaust grate/
immediately/hugged

Past Simple“WH” questions:
What did Billy buy? What size..? How
did he...
Practise narrating the story in the past
simple tense.
Practise the modal verb have to-You
don’t have to pay to see this show.

A project a.Calculate how much money
you need for stationary in one year
b.You can make a difference
Unit 3
Do your best
The fable –
The Lion and
the Mouse

Do this /do that/Do your best/
Until Good’s better and better best/
Which is better..?/Follow the rule
What’s wrong with me?
Some day.../ A few weeks later...
Fell into a trap/At last
A project: Aesop and us

Unit 4
After school
activities

Inside/ outside/perform/ a school band/
listen to CDs or MP3/take art classes/
make crafts/ do chores
entrance/keep together
Don’t get lost/stared at the skeleton
wondering/standing at the doorway
A Project: Plan with your friends
a. Free Activity Day at school
b. Make Pressed flower
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Results

d.V.1
d.V.2
d.V.3
d.V.5
d.V.6
d.V.11
d.V.12
d.V.13
d.V.14

d.V.1
d.V.2
d.V.3
d.V.4
d.V.5
d.V.6
d.V.7
d.V.8
Practise telling the story in sequence: At d.V.9
first...then...
d.V.10
d.V.12
d.V.13
d.V.14
Degree of adjectives
fast faster the fastest
good better the best
comfortable, more comfortable, the
most comfortable,
as strong as...
Regular and irregular verbs:
let, fell, twisted, roared, chew
Construction:Was going to kill
Practise telling the story in sequence:
At first... then... A few weeks latter.. At last

d.V.1
d.V.2
d.V.3
d.V.8
d.V.9
d.V.10
d.V.12
d.V.13
d.V.14

Impertive
Stay together.
Don’t get lost!
Keep quiet!
Spare me!

d.V.1
d.V.2
d.V.3
d.V.4
d.V.5
d.V.10
d.V.12
d.V.13
d.V.14

Past simple: gasped, stared, realized,
noticed

Practise
pronunciation

The pronunciation of: tion [ʃn] Practise
tongue twister
Find the rhyming words
Say which letter(s) is not pronounced
Sing a song

d.V.3
d.V.5
d.V.13
d.V.14

Practise
grammar

Practise using the apostrophe
Practise using the contraction
Practise interrogative forms of the
present simple, future simple, present
continuous

d.V.7
d.V.9
d.V.10
d.V.13
d.V.14

Revision
1-4

Practise comparing: jaguar and tiger and
finding similarities and differences
Telling time.
Practise using the apostrophe in plural.
Practise the correct use of the confusing
words:whose-who’s, their-there, therethey’re, its-it’s

d.V.5
d.V.5
d.V.7
d.V.8
d.V.9
d.V.10
d.V.13

Imerative: Point your toes/Don’t be
nervous

d.V.1
d.V.2
d.V.3
d.V.4
d.V.5
d.V.6
d.V.7
d.V.8
d.V.9
d.V.11
d.V.12
d.V.13
d.V.14

Unit 5
Ballet show at
school Swan
Lake

Ribbons, pirouettes, curtain, peep, adults
cast.../put on makeup
the audience/ the programme/.
Put under a spell/Break the spell
A project: How to make a leaflet for a
performance, play, event

Unit 6
The Golden
Fleece

Practise telling the story in the past
simple
Regular verbs:
cheat, return, explain, remain
Irregular verbs: fall, tell, hear, break...

Ancient culture/archeological excavations
/all over the world/the hide of golden ram/
handsome Greek/enchantress Medea/
navigation instruments/the journey lasted
A project: design a model of the ship Argo
2. Consult the map and create a route
which the Argonauts followed 3. Find
some myths and legends about Georgia
and make a presentation
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Practise narrating the story in the past
simple tense.
Regular verbs:last, follow...
Irregular verbs: shine, steal, build...
Practise word formation –
develop-development
beauty-beautiful
archeology-archeological
Finding differences and similarities:
ram-lamb

d.V.1
d.V.2
d.V.3
d.V.4
d.V.5
d.V.6
d.V.11
d.V.13
d.V.14

Unit 7
I am sick

My nose is running
I have the measles
I have purple bumps
My neck is stiff
You have your tonsils out
You have to remove them
I hurt my ankle
I’ve got a sliver in my little finger
Don’t worry, you will be in a good shape
soon

Practise ordinal numerals
The fifth... the tenth
Use I’ve got...for diseases
I’ve got flu
I’ve got the measles
I’ve got a sore-throat

To communicate, lighthouse, patiently
waited, battlefield
This is David speaking.
Can I speak to Lily, please
Can I leave a message?
Would you tell her...
I’ll call later

Preposition: through the internet/over
the phone/
On March 10/ by accident/ smoke came
out from the.../

d.V.1
d.V.2
d.V.3
d.V.4
d.V.5
d.V.6
d.V.7

Practise
pronunciation

ight [lʌɪt/]
Practise pronunciation
a tongue twister

d.V.3
d.V.5
d.V.13
d.V.14

Practise
grammar

Spelling rules of the regular/irregular
verbs

d.V.7
d.V.9
d.V.10
d.V.13
d.V.14

Revision
5-8

Write verbs in the past simple
Get the information from the text
Compare two things by using degrees of
comparison

d.V.5
d.V.5
d.V.7
d.V.8
d.V.9
d.V.10
d.V.13

It’s a three-storey house/equipped/
/upstairs/downstairs /
modern technology
home on wheels/Is there heating?/ I’m
very upset/The air-coditioner isn’t
working/When can you fix it?/The roof/
tap is leaking.

Degrees of comparison of the adjectives
Practise putting questions

d.V.1
d.V.2
d.V.3
d.V.4
d.V.5

I wish you
God bless you at Christmastime and
during the year
Christmas poems/
a song-twelve presents for Christmas

Practise filling the questionaire
Practise comparing the celebrations in
England(America) and Georgia
Practise writing Christmas cards

Unit 8
The world
without
telephone

Unit 9
Home, Sweet
Home

Unit 10
Christmas
Preparations
and
Celebrations
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d.V.1
d.V.2
d.V.3
d.V.4
d.V.5
d.V.7

The suppositions:What might go
wrong?

Practise using a compound adjective: A
two-storey house
Punctuation:Practise using a hyphen(-)
in a compound adjective

d.V.1
d.V.5
d.V.7
d.V.8
d.V.9
d.V.10
d.V.11

Unit 11
Robinson
Crusoe
Part 1-2

I would like/Soon after that/ I could wait
no longer/came after us prisoners/ slaves/I
wasn’t hurt
rough sea/quiet sea

Practise comparing two things – rough
and quiet sea
Regular verbs:push, scape,stay
Irregular verbs: hurt, keep,fight
Practise telling the story in sequence:
At first...then... A few weeks latter... At
last, After that, Soon after that

d.V.1
d.V.2
d.V.3
d.V.4
d.V.5
d.V.6
d.V.8
d.V.11

Unit 12
Robinson
Crusoe
Part 3-4

I won’t hurt you
Go free / escape/in danger/ the ship
wrecked

Practise:How to make a timeline
Practise:Future in the past
Tense
Practise solving problems
Practise writing notes

d.V.5
d.V.6
d.V.7
d.V.18
d.V.10
d.V.11
d.V.13

Unit 13

Catalogue, encyclopedia, journal, guide
book
What’s on Tv today? channel,weather
forecast

Practise to get the information from
different sources
Practise description of prople,

d.V.5
d.V.6
d.V.9
d.V.10
d.V.12
d.V.13
d.V.14

Practise
Pronunciation

Practise pronunciation ure[ʧə]
Practise saying tongue twister
Sing a song

d.V.3
d.V.5
d.V.13
d.V.14

Practise
grammar

Irregular verbs that do not change: cutcut, put-put...
Irregular vers that change phonetically

d.V.7
d.V.9
d.V.10
d.V.13
d.V.14

Revision
9-13

Practise using irregular verbs
Getting information from the text
How to speak about the weather

d.V.5
d.V.5
d.V.7
d.V.8
d.V.9
d.V.10
d.V.13

Practise countable and uncountable
nouns
a packet of sugar/some tea / A a loaf of
bread/ two loaves of bread

d.V.1
d.V.2
d.V.3
d.V.4
d.V.6
d.V.7
d.V.12
d.V.13
d.V.14

A project
Make an advertisement for any product

Unit 14
Good food is
healthy food

A packet of flour, some raisins,/instant
coffee/
a loaf of bread/a jug of milk/chopped
onion tomato sauce salt and pepper/oil and
vinegar/
cuisine
A Group Project
Write a recipe, collect them and design a
recipe book
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Unit 15
Robinson
Crusoe
Parts 5-6

To my surprise/To my displeasure
a tent/ tamed wild goats/ to survive
grains of barley/was terrified bottom of
the hill/
cut the head off/milked the goats

Practise prepositions:
Looked at the sea /full of nails/
on the hill/at the back of the cave/cut
down the tree/
Practise classifying the things into
groups-good and bad sides

d.V.2
d.V.3
d.V.4
d.V.4
d.V.5
d.V.11

Unit 16
Robinson
Crusoe
Parts 7/8

Footprints/cannibals/as fast as I could/
well-built/immediately /mutiny/mates/
seamen/

Practise:How to write a diary
Practise:How to make a timeline
Practise:How to write a summary

d.V.5
d.V.6
d.V.7
d.V.8
d.V.9
d.V.11

Unit 17
Art

Devoted himself to art/exhibited his work/
suffered depression
Mentally ill/ cornfield

Practise describing pictures, portraits,
landscapes

d.V.1
d.V.2
d.V.4
d.V.5
d.V.6
d.V.8
d.V.11

Unit 18
The
Environment/
The Giving
Tree Part 1/2

Hide and seek/ swing from my branches/
in the shade/grew older
shook with joy/keep me warm /could
hardly do/ I wish

Past Simple
regular,sigh,gather,
irregular verbs:
keep, shake.swing, grow...
Future simple: I will have/ I will be

d.V.1
d.V.2
d.V.3
d.V.4
d.V.5
d.V.6
d.V.8

Unit 19
The giving
Tree Part 3

Stayed away for a long time/stump/
A Project
Create a poster for saving the environment
b.Plant a tree

Practise narrating in the past simple and
past continuous

d.V.2
d.V.3
d.V.5
d.V.6
d.V.8
d.V.9
d.V.11
d.V.12
d.V.13
d.V.14

Practise
pronunciation

Kn[n]knife
ph[f] phone

d.V.3
d.V.5
d.V.13
d.V.14

Practise
grammar

Past continuous/interrogative/
and negative

d.V.7
d.V.9
d.V.10
d.V.13
d.V.14
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Revision
13-19

Practise past simple and past continuous
Practise expressing personal opinion
Practise describing the picture
Practise identifying the parts of speech
(from the poem)

d.V.5
d.V.5
d.V.7
d.V.8
d.V.9
d.V.10
d.V.13

Unit 20
Showing
Directions

Excuse me, can you tell me the way to...
It’s over there/It’s opposite library/Thank
you anyway
It’s next to/I am confused
It’s right there/on the other side of the
street

Words of direction
Straight, opposite, next to, over there,
between
Practise telling and writing interesting
stories about travelling
Practise categorising things
Practise expressing prediction

d.V.6
d.V.7
d.V.13

Unit 21
The World of
Fairy-tales
The Pied
Piper of
Hamelin

Rats attacked the town/
bit the babies in the cradles/Rack your
brains/rid us of rats/
Your Honour/got blue/do your worst until
you burst

Past Simple –past continuous
Regular verbs: scratch, lick...
Irregular verbs: bit fought, creep..
Practise writing a new ending to the
story

d.V.1
d.V.2
d.V.3
d.V.4
d.V.5
d.V.6
d.V.7
d.V.8
d.V.11

Unit 22
Lies... Lies

Is this emergency?
The ambulance will arrive in a minute/I
don’t want any excuses
To break the rules/punishment
the filling of the tooth/suspiciously,
sternly/taxi-fare. shelter/ silk /barefaced
liar

adjectives adverbs:
suspicious-suspiciously
polite-politely
beautiful-beautifully

d.V.1
d.V.2
d.V.3
d.V.4
d.V.5
d.V.6
d.V.7
d.V.8
d.V.11

The Umbrella
Man

Practise narrating the story
Pronouns/personal/ possessive

Practise
pronunciation

Practise pronunciation
ow as [au] ow as [ou]

d.V.3
d.V.5
d.V.13
d.V.14

Practise
grammar

Practise Possessive pronoun
This is my book/This book is mine

d.V.7
d.V.9
d.V.10
d.V.13
d.V.14

Revision
20-22

Put the event in the right order
Ask the questions to your classmates
and fill in the chart
Put the verbs in the future in the past
tense

d.V.5
d.V.5
d.V.7
d.V.8
d.V.9
d.V.10
d.V.13
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mexuTe klasis (d.V) inglisuri enis saxelmZRvanelos koncefcia
inglisuri enis V klasis saxelmZRvanelo pirveli oTxi wlis logikuri gagrZelebaa. igi
erTis mxriv eyrdnoba wina saxelmZRvaneloebis mimarTulebebs, meTodikas, filosofias da
meores mxriv iTvaliswinebs erovnul saswavlo gegmaSi mocemul standarts da ufro Rrmad
aviTarebs unar-Cvevebs.
saxelmZRvanelo eyrdnoba Tanamedrove pedagogikis ZiriTad principebs, rogoricaa:
moswavleze orientirebuli swavleba _ romlis misaRwevad saWiroa moswavleTa saWiroebebis
da tipebis Seswavla da gaTvaliswineba, swavlebis sxvadasxva meTodebis gamoyeneba, gakveTilze
aqtivobebis cvla, TamaSebis, leqsebis, simRerebis gamoyeneba da sxva. saxelmZRvanelo aqtiuri
swavlebis am principzea agebuli.
codnisa da unar-Cvevebis daufleba _ romelic iTvaliswinebs moswavleebis ara marto codniT aRWurvas, aramed cxovrebisaTvis da ucxouri enis SeswavlisaTvis saWiro sxvadasxva unarCvevebis SeZenas: nebisyofa, yuradRebis mobilizeba, komunikacia, sakuTari Tu ucxo kulturis
dafaseba, pativiscema da sxva. saxelmZRvanelo sametyvelo funqciebisa da leqsikis gaaqtiurebasTan erTad moswavles wignTan damoukideblad muSaobas aCvevs _ waikiTxe da miusadage, moismine da Cawere, gamoiangariSe, megobars gamokiTxe, imsjele, sakuTari azri gamoTqvi, moxseneba
gaakeTe da sxva. amave dros TanamSromlobis, urTierTdaxmarebis, sxvisi Sromis pativicemis unar-Cvevebs uviTarebs, romlebic xSirad wyvilur da jgufuri muSaobisas vlindeba da viTardeba.
Sedegze orientirebuli swavleba – iTvaliswinebs im miznebisa da unar-Cvevebis aTvisebas,
rac V klasis saswavlo gegmaSia miTiTebuli. saxelmZRvanelos meTodika mimdinare Tu Semajamebeli Sefasebisas waxalisebis formis xSir gamoyenebas iTvaliswinebs.
moswavleTa unarebis, tipebisa da asakobrivi Taviseburebis gaTvaliswineba _ gulisxmobs
dawyebiT safexurze enis swavlebisadmi gansakuTrebul midgomas. enis swavlebis pozitiuri
garemo, saxelmZRvaneloSi mocemuli teqstebi, davalebebis mravalferovaneba uzrunvelyofs
yvela moswavlis sagakveTilo procesSi CarTvas, dadebiTi damokidebulebis Camoyalibebas, interesis, motivaciis gaRviZeba-ganviTarebas da xels uwyobs moswavlis fsiqo-emociuri potencialis amoqmedebas, moswavleSi sametyvelo, komunikaciuri, SemoqmedebiTi unarebis ganviTarebas.
saxelmZRvaneloSi gaTvaliswinebulia dawyebiT safexurze ucxouri enis swavla-swavlebis
prioritetuli miznebi:
 moswavlis enobrivi cnobierebis ganviTareba;
 enobriv-kulturuli gamocdilebis gamdidreba;
 enis swavlis unar-Cvevebis ganviTareba.
dawyebiT safexurze swavla-swavlebis mniSvnelovani amocanaa TiToeuli moswavlis motivaciis amaRleba. mozardebma unda Seiyvaron ucxouri enis swavlis procesi, TviTon ucxouri
ena da kultura. meTodika swavlis pedagogikas unda daefuZnos, igi orientirebuli unda iyos
TiToeuli moswavlis ganviTarebis procesze.

saxelmZRvanelos struqtura da Sinaarsi
inglisuri enis d5 safexuris saxelmZRvanelo swavlebis mexuTe wlisTvisaa gankuTvnili.
swavlebis kursi moicavs mTel saswavlo wels da Sedgeba 22 Tematuri Tavisagan (Unit) da gulisxmobs moTavsebuli masalis aTvisebas da gaaqtiurebas. Y
yoveli oTxi Tavi (unit) Seadgens erT bloks. ToToeul bloks erTvis:
a. fonetikis ganyofileba (Phonetics), romelSic mocemulia fonetikuri masala bgerebis, sityvebis, frazebis, dasaxvewad. enis gasatexebi, fonetikuri savarjiSoebi, simRerebi, romelsac
moswavle da maswavlebeli klasSi an moswavle damoukideblad samuSaod fonologiuri elementebis gasanviTareblad gamoiyenebs;
b. gramatikuli masala (Grammar), romelSic Tavmoyrilia am blokSi gavlili yvela gramatikuli erTeuli, Teoriuli da praqtikuli rCevebi, savarjiSoebi;
g. gasameorebeli masala (Revision), romelic moswavlis mier am ganyofilebaSi miRebul codnas uyris Tavs da maswavlebels da moswavles SeZenili codnis Semowmebis saSualebas aZlevs.
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Aamave dros aq mocemuli dialogebi, wyvilebSi samuSao davalebebi, weriTi davalebebi miRebuli codnis producirebis saSualebas iZleva;
Revision Test gaTvaliswinebulia moswavleTa TviT-SefasebisaTvis. mowavle kargad Caufiqrdeba Tavis Secdomebs da maswavlebelTan erTad an damoukidebliv ecdeba gamoasworos da aRar
gaimeoros es Secdomebi.
d. testi, romelsac maswavlebeli gamoiyenebs ganmaviTarebeli da Semajamebeli SefasebisaTvis. testis Semowmeba saSualebas iZleva rom maswavlebelma da moswavlem erToblivad daadginon susti da Zlier mxareebi da imuSaon sisusteebis dasaZlevad.
saxelmZRvanelo oTxive mimarTulebis (mosmena, laparaki, kiTxva, wera) unar-Cvevebs aviTarebs. Tu swavlebis pirvel wels zepirmetyveleba dominirebs, meore wels ki zepirmetyvelebasTan erTad kiTxvis unar-Cvevebi, mexuTe klasis saxelmZRvanelo isea Sedgenili rom am etapze
swavleba oTxi mimarTulebiT gaiSleba: 1. zepiri metyveleba (mosmena da laparaki, 2. weriTi
metyveleba (kiTxva da wera), 3. interkultura 4. swavlis swavla.
saxelmZRvaneloSi mocemulia moswavleTa asakis, interesis gaTvaliswinebiT moswavlis da
misi garemocvis Tematika, saintereso informaciebi, Tanatol qarTvel da ucxoel personaJTa
kulturaTa dialogi, komiqsis gmirebis saubrebi, zRaprebi, leqsebi, simRerebi, gasarTobi Tu
SemecnebiTi masala.
saxelmZRvaneloSi gamoyenebulia saganTaSorisi (maTematika, geografia, xelovneba, istoria)
kavSirebi da swavla-keTebiT principi, romelic iTvaliswinebs moswavleTa mier sxvadasxva davalebebis SemoqmedebiT Sesrulebas: daxate, gamoiangariSe, sworad waikiTxe, Secdoma ipove, mini
wigni gaaforme, daasrule moTxroba, imsjele, Secvale daboloeba, proeqtze imuSave, prezentacia gaakeTe da sxva, sadac moswavleebi inglisur enasa da sxva sagnebSi miRebul codna-gamocdilebas imdidreben, da amave dros, wyvilebSi da jgufuri muSaobis Cvevebs iZenen.
saxelmZRvanelos Semadgeneli nawilebia:
1. moswavlis wigni
2. moswavlis samuSao wigni
3. maswavleblis wigni
4. audiokaseta / kompaqt-diski.
moswavlis wigni
moswavlis wigni feradia. moswavlis samuSao wignis struqtura, logoebi da sxva pirobiTi
niSnebi martivi da moswavlisaTvis advilad aRsaqmelia.
mosasmeni savarjiSoebi advilad aRsaqmelia, radgan yvela savarjiSos axlavs simbolo.
mosasmeni dialogebis Semdeg moswavleebi Tavad adgenen msgavs dialogebs cdiloben swori
intonacia, bgerebis siswore, sityvebis swori gamoTqma SeinarCunon. gansakuTrebuli yuradrebaa gamaxvilebuli fonetikur savarjiSoebze, romelic Tavmoyrilia yoveli oTxi Tavis Semdeg
fonetikis ganyofilebaSi _ Practise Pronunciation. moswavleei dakvirvebisa da xSiri varjiSis
safuZvelze asruleben sxvadasxva davalebebs _ gaimeore sityvebi, ganasxvave bgerebi, moismine
da Cawere gamotovebuli sityvebi, sworad amoikiTxe transkrifcia, Seadgine sqemebi, kiTxvebi
dasvi, qronologiuri TanmimdevribiT daalage, varjiSoben mosmenili masalidan advilad misaxvedr informaciis amoRebaze da sxva.
saxelmZRvaneloSi laparakis mimarTulebas didi yuradReba eTmoba da reproducirebisaken
aris mimarTuli. sametyvelo funqciebis ganviTareba dialogebis saSualebiT xdeba, romlebsac
moswavleebi jer gaiTamaSeben, Semdeg ki Tavad qmnian. TiToeul TavSi mocemuli rubrika What
do you think? It is so because... moswavleebs azris elementarul doneze gamoTqmis da msjelobis da
kiTxvis dasmis unars uviTarebs. ori suraTis msgavseba-gansvavebaze isaubre Aamave dros Agabmulad laparakis unar-Cvevas uviTarebs da debatebis elementebis gamoyenebas iTvaliswinebs.
wyvilebSi da jgufuri muSaobisaTvis gankuTvnili davalebebi rogoricaa ori suraTis
msgavseba-gansvavebaze isaubre, mini-interviu CamoarTvi Tanaklasels, aRwere TvalsaCinoebaze
dayrdnobiT da sxva klasSi interaqciis saSulebas iZleva da enis gamoyenebas uwyobs xels.
metyvelebis akuratulobisaTvis da gramatikuli erTeulebis TandaTanobiT gasamtkiceblad
moswavlis wigns axlavs Yyoveli oTxi Tavis Semdeg ganyofileba _ Practise Grammar.
wignSi didi yuradReba eTmoba kiTxvis swavlebis meTodikas _ sityvebis axsna-ganmartebasdefiniciebs, sityvebis amocnobis, gagebis savarjiSoebs.
saxelmZRvaneloSi mocemuli sakiTxavi teqstebi isea agebuli, rom erTi mxriv winare cod16

nis ganmtkicebas uwyobs xels da amave dros moswavles kiTxvis unar-Cvevebs uviTarebs – aCvevs
xmamaRla da Cum kiTxvis teqnikas, teqstis gagebas, teqstidan calkeuli informaciis AamoRebas,
ucxo sityvebis amocnobas, amave dros kiTxvis unarTan erTad damoukideblad azris gamoTqmis
elementebs gamoumuSavebs: me es momwons/ ar momwons imitom rom, me vfiqrob rom... aseve eCveva
leqsikonis damoukideblad gamoyenebas.
weris strategiebis ganviTareba da ganmtkiceba saxelmZRvaneloSi sxvadasva davalebebiT
xdeba: sxvadasxva Sinaarsis da daniSnulebis baraTis Sedgena, teqstebis, anketebis Sevseba, dRiurebis Sedgena, werilis dawera, sagnebis Sedareba da gansxvavebebis dadgena, sakuTari azris
gamoxatva da dasabuTeba, moTxrobaze komentaris gakeTeba da sxva.
interkulturuli unaris ganviTarebisaTvis xelmZRvaneloSi mravali magaliTia SemecnebiTi
Tu kulturuli sferodan – iqneba es axali wlis aRwera da Sedareba, mxatvroba – firosmani,
van gogi, gogeni, musika, baleti _ gedebis tba, literatura-robinzon kruzo, qolgiani kaci da
sxva masala, romelic moswavles samyaros Tavisebul xedvas,sakuTari mosazrebis gamoTqmas da
sakuTar pozitiur damokidebulebebis gamoxatvas uwyobs xels da amave dros maT samoqalaqo
cnobierebis ganviTarebas uyalibebs _ daexmare Rarib bavSvebs, iyavi patiosani, keTili, ar
moityuo, gaufrTxildi bunebas da sxva.
swavlis swavlaze aqcentebi moswavles AaCvevs swavlis procesze dafiqrebas, swavlis procesis sworad warmarTvas, winsvlisaTvis xelisSemSlel mizezebis dadgenas da gadalaxvis
SesaZlo gzebis moZiebas.
TiTqmis yvela Tavs, axlavs proeqtis rubrika. es ganyofileba inovaciaa, sadac moswavle
damoukideblad muSaobis unar-Cvevebs iRebs. maswavlebelTan, gundis wevrebTan erTad ayalibebs proeqtis ganxorcielebis kriteriumebs, etapebs. Qmnis operstiul resursebs – Seqmeni Seni
wigni, gaaforme, daxate, moiZie informacia, gamoiangariSe, gaakeTe maketi, dagegme Seni skolis
raime aqtivoba, gamoiangarise SenTvis saWiro sakancelario nivTebis raodenoba da Seqmeni klasis resursebi-kalendari, gramatikuli cnobari da sxva. aseTi saxis davalebebi, erTis mxriv
moswavles inglisur enaze sakuTari xeliT Seqmnil biblioTekas umdidrebs, meore mxriv ki
kvlevisa da keTebiT swavlis siamovnebas da cxovrebaSi gamosayenebel unar-Cvevebs uviTarebs.
wigns axlavs Temebis da anbanis mixedviT dalagebuli leqsikoni, romelSic mocemulia
transkrifcia, rac moswavles ucxo sityvis damoukideblad moZebnis, sworad wakiTxvis da damaxsovrebis unars ganuviTarebs.
gakveTilis warmarTvis meTodebi, damatebiTi masala da aqtivobebi maswavleblis wignSia
mocemuli.
moswavlis samuSao wigni
moswavlis samuSao wigni feradia. igi Sedgeba 22 Tematuri Tavisagan. savarjiSoebi Tematurad miyveba moswavlis wigns. masSi mocemuli kiTxvis da weriTi unar-Cvevebis gasaviTarebeli
mravalferovani savarjiSoebi _ sityvebis amocnoba, Targmanis misadageba, Secdomebis aRmoCena
da sxva leqsikuri Tu gramatikuli savarjiSoebi moswavles ganumtkicebs klasSi naswavl masalas da zepirmetyvelebisa da wera-kiTxvis damoukidebel unar-Cvevebs gamoumuSavebs, amave
dros SesaZleblobas miscems moswavles damoukideblad Seasrulos davalebebi _ daadginos
sakuTari Zlieri da susti adgilebi, mixvdes sakuTar Secdomebs da maswavlebelTan erTad moZebnos gamosworebis gzebi. moswavlis samuSao wignSi mravalia teqstebi kiTxvis unar-Cvevebis
gasaviTareblad, kerZod amoicani sityvebi, Seaswore informacia, daalage moqmedebebi da sxva
romelic moswavles damoukideblad kiTxvas, ucxo sityvebis amocnobas, gagebis da sxvadasxva
informaciis amoRebis unar-Cvevebs gamoumuSavebs.
zogierTi davaleba maswavlebelma klasis donis Sesabamisad SesaZlebelia klasSi samuSaod
gamoiyenos.
moswavlis wigns axlavs 5 testi _ ganmsazRvreli SefasebisaTvis.
maswavleblis wigni
maswavleblis wignSi mocemulia mexuTe klasis inglisuri enis standarti, Sesatyvisoba saswavlo gegmasTan, meToduri miTiTebebi da ramdenime gakveTilis (Unit) gegma.
Tanamedrove swavlebis meTodika gulisxmobs moswavleebSi komunikaciuri unar-Cvevebis
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gamomuSavebas. Cveni saxelmZRvanelos TiToeuli Tavi gaTvlilia standartSi mocemuli yvela
unaris gamomuSavebaze. Mmaswavleblis wigni daexmareba maswavleblebs gakveTilis procesSi
sworad orientirebaSi, gakveTilis sworad dagegmva – miznis sworad dasaxva da moswavleebSi
am safexurisaTvis saWiro unar-Cvevebis ganviTarebaSi.
warmodgenil Temas axlavs:
a) mizani, enobrivi masala, gramatikuli erTeuli, damxmare resursi;
b) gakveTilis msvleloba, starterebi, aqtivobebi, damatebiTi resursi, rekomendaciebi Tu
rogor unda ganmtkicdes moswavlis saxelmZRvaneloSi mocemuli masala ise, rom gaizardos
moswavleTa CarTuloba, xalisi, motivacia, rom yvela moswavles gauCndes damokidebuleba _ `me
es SemiZlia~, amave dros gakveTili gamdidrdes sxvadasxva meTodiT _ simulaciuri da roluri
TamaSebiT, wyvilebSi kiTxvebis dasmiT, sqemebis SedgeniT, proeqtebis prezentaciebiT, sakuTari
grZnobebis, azrebis gadmocemiT da sxva saSualebebiT.
g) TiTqmis yvela gakveTils axlavs damatebiTi masala _ aqtivobebi, eleqtronuli resursis linki, romelic maswavlebels SeuZlia gakveTilze sakuTari survilisa da klasis donis,
SesaZleblobis da interesebis gaTvaliswinebiT gamoiyenos teqnikuri saSualebebis gamoyenebiT.
maswavleblis wignSi mocemulia yvela Semajamebeli Tavis (Revision), da testebis pasuxebi.
Aaseve damatebiTi eleqtronuli resursebis CamonaTvali.
kompaqt-diski
saxelmZRvanelos axlavs kompaqt-diski, romlebSic Cawerilia saxelmZRvaneloSi mocemuli
yvela mosasmeni masala. mosasmeni masala ori mizniT gamoiyeneba.
I. masala mxolod audirebisaTvisaa gaTvaliswinebuli, inglisuri enis damaxasiaTebeli artikulaciis dasayeneblad. moswavle ismens da imeorebs Caweril masalas, eCveva bgerebis
sworad warmoTqmas, bgereb sityvebSi maxvilis sworad gamoyenebas, winadadebis gabmul
warmoTqmas, saTanado intonacias. imave dros igebs informacias, avsebs teqsts gamotovebuli sityvebiT, frazebiT, amoicnobs sxvadasxva detalebs.
II. moswavleTa interesis da motivaciis gazrdis mizniT zogierT mosasmen masalas axlavs
teqsti _ leqsi, simRera, dialogi, teqstebi, romlebic maT mosmenilis siamovnebas da
imis sixaruls ganacdevinebs rom maT mosmenilis gageba, informaciis amoReba, sityvebis,
frazebis amocnoba SeuZliaT.
III. maswavleblis wigns axlavs damatebiTi avTenturi video masalis linkebi,romelis Sesabamisad faravs standartis moTxovnebs. es resursi moswavles aZlevs saSualebas moisminos sxvadasxva aqcentebi, romelis met interess aRuZravs maT.

meToduri miTiTebebi
I. meToduri miTiTebebi sxvadasxva aqtivobebis gamoyenebis dros
(zogadi rekomendaciebi maswavleblebisaTvis)
SUGGESTED METHODS HOW TO WORK ON THE TEXT
Scanning the text
– Divide the class into two.
– Ask the students to look at the text for one minute and close the books.
– Divide the board in two parts, ask each team to the board and write as many words (known or unknown) as
they remember. Pay attention that they do not cheat and copy from the other group. If they write a sentence give
them additional 2 points.
– Now, give one minute to the captains of each team to run back to their books and check their mistakes. They
have no right to write new words. If they correct the mistakes, do not count them as mistakes.
-When they finish correct the spelling of the words if they still have, count the right words of each team and
announce the winner.
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Team reading
Activity
– The students stand in a row behind one another.
– The first student starts reading the first sentence.
– When he/she finishes s/he runs to the end of the row.
– Then the second student reads and runs back and so on until they finish the text. They can rotate and start from
the beginning until the teacher stops them.
Team reading Competition
– Ask each team to stand in a row with their books in their hands. One student will read one sentence and the
other next to him/her will read the second one and so they will read all the four sentences.
– The other group silently listens
When the first group finishes reading the other group members start reading.
– The teacher makes the comments on the team reading presentations and focuses on the general and specific
mistakes made by either team.
C. Team Speaking Competition (Asking and answering the questions)
Divide the class into two teams.
Write the words – Who, What, When and Where on the board.
Ask the students put the questions to the text and the other team will answer.
If they make mistakes but the other team members understand do not correct the mistakes, remember them and
correct later. The aim of this exercise is to encourage the students put and answer as many questions as they can..
D. Team Writing Competition
The teacher: – Now, let me check which team is quicker and smarter? You can keep your books open.
Two teams with four members in each compete about the text information.
The first members of both team come to the board. At a signal of the teacher they write the sentence from the
text. When they finish writing the second members of both team go to the board and write another sentence, then the
third pair, then the fourth pair.
The teacher corrects the spelling and grammar mistakes and announced the leader team. This time logical
sequence (coherence) is not important.
After reading activities
Ask the students which words were easy to guess.
Ask the students which words were difficult to guess.
Ask the children to give the definitions of some words.
Ask the students to ask and answer the questions.
Ask the students to say the phrases in Georgian or in English for the others to match.
Ask the students to find the verbs in the text and say in which tense they are used.
Ask the student to find the adjectives.
Ask the students to say how many paragraphs are there and what is each paragraph about.
Ask the students to give the title to each paragraph.
Ask the students to spell the word orally for the others to guess.
Check the students in fast reading. Fast reading does not mean quick, monotonious, emotionless reading
without understanding. Ask two students to come and read the text simultaneously. The winner will be nominated
by the class according to the following criteria:
a. a person who finishes faster and reads the text fluently
b. who reads accurately and with emotions
Ask the students to read the text and stop for the others to cry out the following word.
Ask the students to write in three sentences what the text is about.
Ask the students to learn to give their own opinion about the texr and write a short comment about the text: In
the text I liked/dislikes/ I learned/ ... I think...I agree/disagree with...
Ask the students to identify the main idea, topic, problems of the text,
Ask the students to suggest the ideas how can this problem be solved.
warmodgenili V klasis saxelmZRvanelo eyrdnoba braunis spiraluri progresiT swavlebis
princips _ martividan rTulisaken da uzrunvelyofs moswavlis codnis gaRrmavebas da maT
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ganviTarebas TandaTanobiT, sxvadasxva Temebis ufro rTuli leqsikiTa da enobrivi masaliT,
komunikaciuri da sasicocxlo unarebis gamdidrebiT.
saxelmZRvaneloSi mocemulia blumis taqsonomiis mixedviT agebuli samodelo gakveTilebi,
romelic azrovnebis ganviTarebis yvela etaps moicavs da daexmareba maswavlebels saswavlo
procesis efeqturad dagegmvisa orieqturi SefasebisaTvis.
amave dros saxelmZRvanelo iTvaliswinebs mdgradi ganviTarebis oTxive principis integrirebas sxvadasxva davalebebis da proeqtebis Sesrulebis dros, im doniT da doziT rac am
asakis moswavleebs Seesabameba _ buneba, (siRaribe, bunebaze zrunva A Coat, The environment, The Giving
Tree), ekonomika (Money, Buying things), sazogadoeba (Music, Art), da keTildReoba (Healthy eating).
V klasis standartiT gansazRvruli Sedegebis miRweva efuZvneba Semdeg Tematikas:
individi: Sinagani samyaros ganviTareba: empaTia – Unit 2 (A Coat); nebisyofa, didi survili –
Unit 3 (Do your Best); esTetiuri ganviTareba Unit 5 ( Ballet Show at School), Unit 17 (Art); patiosneba, sikeTe
Unit 2 (The Lion and the Mouse), Unit 19 (The Environment), Unit 21 (Lies, The Pied Piper of Hamelin, The Umbrella Man).
individis garemocva: Unit 2 (shopping for school); Unit 9 (Home, Sweet Home); Unit 19 (The Giving Tree).
aqtivobebi: Unit 1 Amanda’s First Day at School; Unit 4 (After-school activities); Unit 10 Christmas Preparations and
Celebrations.
orientirebi: Unit 6 (The Golden Fleece); Unit 8 (The world without telephone); Unit 12 (Robinson Crusoe); Unit 10
(How to get information).
maxasiaTeblebi: Unit 1 (The Coliseum); Unit 2 (Money); Unit 4 (After school activities); Unit 6 (The Golden Fleece);
Unit 7 (What’s the matter?); Unit 10 (Christmas Celebrations); unit 14 (Good Food is Healthy Food).
sociokultura da kultura: Unit 1 (The Coliseum), Unit 5 (Ballet ), Unit 6 (The Goden Fleece) Unit 10
(Christmas Celebrations), Unit 17 (Art).

II. detaluri komentari moswavlis wignze
Temis wardgena
axali masalis wardgenamde sTxoveT moswavleebs daakvirdnen suraTs, gmirebs, naxatebs,
saTaurs da Tavad gamoitanon daskvna ra Temaa, ris Sesaxeb iqneba saubari, ra ician am Temis
Sesaxeb. gramatikuli erTeulebi ganumarteT martivad, siRrmiseuli axsna-ganmartebebis gareSe.
wyvilebSi da jgufuri muSaobis dros daexmareT moswavleebs Tu saWiroa. gansakuTrebiT yuradRebiT auxseniT Sesasrulebeli davaleba, ra da rogor unda Seasrulon, ramdenjerme gaumeoreT piroba. konkretuli davalebis win uzrunvelyaviT rom yvelas qondes davalebisaTvis gankuTvnili samuSao nivTebi, masala, kargad miuTiTeT, sad aris maTi samuSao furceli, daexmareT,
Tu saWiroa muSaobis dros.
moswavle vidre Temas gaiazrebs, akvirdeba naxats, amoicnobs Temas, Tavs mouyris Tavis codnas am TemasTan dakavSirebiT. ganewyoba axali masalis asaTviseblad.
Temis gacnoba
maswavlebeli Temis gacnoba xdeba starterebiT, teqstis saTauriT, simReriT an suraTebiT.
axali sityvebis, frazebis, winadadebebis damaxsovrebaSi swavlebis am safexurze yvelaze didi
datvirTva aqvs mosmenas. amitom saxelmZRvanelos mniSvnelovani nawili nawildeba mosasmen
reproducirebul davalebebze. magaliTad: moismine da Casvi, moismine da gaimeore, moismine da
Seaswore da sxva.
Temis damuSaveba
mas Semdeg, rac moswavlem aiTvisa am gakveTilis sametyvelo erTeulebi, xdeba misi ganmtkiceba sxvadasxva savarjiSoebiT, aqtivobebiT, msjelobiT, folmidan sawyvetis an monakveTis CvenebiT.Aam safexurze udidesi mniSvneloba eniWeba aqtivobebis cvlas da TamaSs. avtori
gakveTilis gegmebTan erTad mravali aqtivobebs da TamaSebs sTavazobs maswavleblebs.
avtors miaCnia, rom miwodebuli masala xels Seuwyobs gakveTilis swor, efeqtian dagegmvas
da maswavlebels damatebiTi resursebis Ziebas aacilebs. Tumca, maswavlebeli mudmiv Ziebis
procesSia da Tavis Semoqmedebas, interpretaciis unars da gamocdilebas yovelTvis imdidrebs
damatebiT moZiebuli Tu Tavad Seqmnili resursebiT. Cven mier SemoTavazebul gakveTilis CarCoSi, Cven vutovebT maswavlebels Tavisufal arCevans, rom gaamdidros gakveTili klasis donis, moTxovnilebebis, saWiroebebis gaTvaliswinebiT.
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Temis ganmtkiceba
Temis ganmtkiceba xdeba savarjiSoebiT, romlebsac moswavle asrulebs damoukideblad an
maswavleblis daxmarebiT. am etapze mniSvnelovania wyvilebSi da jgufuri samuSaoebis Catareba.
moswavle unda SeeCvios sakuTari codnis gamoyenebas, mis gaaqtiurebas, sakuTari SesaZleblobebis realizacias. am mimarTulebiT SerCeuli savarjiSoebi moyevi masze, gaakeTe prezentacia
da sxva, moswavleebs TviTrwmenas, TviTSefasebis da urTierTSefasebis unars gamoumuSavebs.
moswavlis wignSi moTavsebuli komentarebis grafa kidev ufro Caafiqrebs moswavles Tavis
Zlier da sust mxareze. rac Seexeba jgufur muSaobas, saxelmZRvaneloSi moTavsebuli proeqtebi moswavleebs gamoumuSavebs iseTi jgufuri muSaobis unar-Cvevebs, rogoricaa sxvisi Sromis
pativiscema, sxvisi azris gaTvaliswineba, Sromis kargi ganawileba da sxva. amave dros keTilganwyobil, saqmian, SemoqmedebiT, TanamSromlobiT garemos qmnis.
Temis Semowmeba
saxelmZRvaneloSi mocemulia 5 Revision Units da 5 testi. am safexurze sasurvelia davalebebis Semowmebis dros ganmaviTarebeli Sefasebis zepiri Tu weriTi formiT gamoyeneba – anu
dadebiTi komentarebi da taqtiani SeniSvnebis gakeTeba da Cveneba imisa, Tu rogor unda gamoswordes esa Tu is naklovaneba. miRebuli codnis Sesamowmeblad:
a. moswavlis wignSi Setanilia Revision Units, romlebic moswavles TviTSefasebis unars ganuviTarebs
b. Test – romlebsac maswavlebeli ganmsazRvreli SefasebisaTvis gamoiyenebs
es davalebebi da testebi moswavles sakuTari codnis obieqturad Sefasebis unar-Cvevebs
gamoumuSavebs da maswavlebels da moswavles kidev erTxel daafiqrebs da naTel suraTs miscems, Tu sad sWirdeba daxmareba Tu damatebiTi varjiSi.

III. Sefaseba
erovnuli saswavlo gegmebis farglebSi ganixileba Sefasebis ori tipi-ganmaviTarebeli
(Formative assessment) da ganmsazRvreli (Summative assessment). swavlebis am etapze moswavleTa codnis asamaRleblad da motivaciis gazrdis mizniT udidesi mniSvneloba eniWeba ganmaviTarebel
Sefasebas, romelis xSirad wamaxalisebel formas iZens.. sxvadasxva etapze, sxvadasxva davalebebis Sesrulebis dros maswavlebeli iyenebs ganmaviTarebel Sefasebas.
maswavlebeli Zalian fxizlad unda iyos rom moswavlis winsvla ar Seferxdes. muSaobis
procesSi maswavlebeli akvirdeba yvela moswavles, individualur, wyvilebSi Tu jgufebSi muSaobis dros. igi yovelTvis mzadyofnaSi unda iyos rom daexmaros moswavles, misces misTvis
sasargeblo, konkretuli rCevebi. maswavlebeli xSirad unda iwerdes SeniSvnebs, romelic diagnostirebaSi daexmareba mas – moswavle zrdis procesSia Tu SesamCnevi ukusvla aqvs. ganmaviTarebeli Sefasebis dros udidesi roli eniWeba maswavleblis dadebiT komentars da Sinaarsian
rCevebs.
Sefasebis komponentebi ucxour enebSi
mimdinare (saSinao da saklaso) davalebaTa komponentebi
SeiZleba Sefasdes Semdegi codna da unar-Cvevebi:
enobrivi codna da unarebi
 leqsikuri codna;
 gramatikuli codna;
 leqsikuri da gramatikuli unar-Cvevebi;
 warmoTqma;
 marTlwera.
komunikaciuri unarebi
 kiTxva-gageba;
 xmamaRali kiTxva;
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 mosmena-gageba;
 zepiri komunikacia;
 weriTi komunikacia.
kultura
 Seswavlili sakiTxebis codna;
 kulturuli Taviseburebebis amocnoba-gaanalizeba.
sasicocxlo unar-Cvevebi
 SemoqmedebiToba;
 TanamSromloba (mewyvilesTan, jgufis wevrebTan);
 saswavlo strategiebis gaazrebulad gamoyeneba (kiTxvis, weris, mosmenisa da zepir
metyvelebis);
 strategiebis gaazrebulad gamoyeneba saswavlo saqmianobis xelSewyobis mizniT;
 saswavlo aqtivobebSi monawileobis xarisxi.
Sefaseba obieqturia rodesac aris kargi Sefasebis sistema – rubrikebi. misi Sedgenis dros
aucilebelia moswavleTa CarTva, kriteriumebis erTobrivad dadgena da Sefasebis sqemebis erTobrivad SemuSaveba. sanimuSod GgTavazobT Cvens mier SemoTavazebuli rubrikebs:
jgufuri muSaobis Sefasebis kriteriumi
kriteriumis CamonaTvali

1-2

1.

ramdenad aqtiuri da CarTulia jgufis yvela wevri.

2.

rogoria maTi urTierTmosmenis unari

3.

ramdenad iTvaliswineben sxvis azrs

4.

rogor anawileben funqciebs jgufSi

5.

rogor icaven drois limits.

3-5

6-7

8-10

mini-wignis prezentaciis Sefasebis kriteriumebi
kriteriumis CamonaTvali
1.

1-2

3-5

6-7

8-10

wignis dizaini
(formati, yda, teqstis xarisxi-xelTnaweri, nabeWdi)

2.

gaformebis xarisxi
(sakuTari naxatebi, kompiuteruli grafika)

3.

wignis prezentacia (sakuTari muSaobis angariSi,
moTxrobisadmi damokidebuleba – 2 wuTiani moxseneba)

prezentaciis Sefasebis kriteriumebi:
kriteriumis CamonaTvali

1-2

1.

Temis Sesaxeb informaciis gadmocema

2.

xmamaRla da gasagebad saubari

3.

kiTxvebze sworad reagireba

4.

gramatikula da leqsikuri sizusteebis dacva

5.

drois reglamentis dacva
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3-5

6-7

8-10

saerTo Sefasebis sqema saklaso davalebebisaTvis
kiTxvisa da mosmenis unar-Cvevebis Sesafaseblad)
Sefasebis doneebi mosmenisa da kiTxvis unar-CvevebisaTvis
1.

amoicnobs mxolod calkeul sityvebs; ver igebs Temas, zogad
Sinaarss

2.

amoicnobs Temas, calkeul informacias; srulyofilad ver
asrulebs sakiTxav/mosasmen aqtivobebs

3.

amoicnobs zogad Sinaarss; nawilobriv amoicnobs teqstSi
mocemul informacias, ar yofnis leqsikuri maragi.

4.

amoicnobs teqstSi mocemul informaciis did nawils; ver
axerxebs sakiTxavi/mosasmeni masalidan yvela sakiTxSi
garkvevas.

5.

amoicnobs Sinaarss, amoicnobs teqstSi
informacias; asrulebs yvela davalebas

mocemul

1-2

3-5

6-7

8-10

yvela

7
proeqtis Sefasebis kriteriumebi
kriteriumis CamonaTvali

1-2

1.

SemoqmedebiTi unar-Cvevebis warmoCena (naxati, nakeToba, Tema,
moTxroba, leqsi...)

2.

sakuTari naSromis, nakeTobis wardgenis unari
(aRwera, mniSvnelovani faqtebze yuradRebis gamaxvileba)

3.

individualuri, jgufuri muSaobis warmoCena.
jgufis wevris roli da monawileoba proeqtSi.

4.

proeqtze muSaobis etapebi

5.

drois reglamentis dacva

3-5

6-7

8-10

TiToeuli

Participation Rubric for formative assessment _ CarTulobis rubrika

PP
8-10

7-5

4-1

Student is on-time to class with
all relevant class materials
(book, pencil, notebook, etc.)

Student is late to class or student does not have class materials (book, pencil, notebook,
etc.)

Student is late to class and
does not have class materials (book, pencil, notebook, etc.)

Level of Engagement

Student actively participates in
the entire class period by taking
notes, asking questions, contributing ideas, etc.

Student sometimes actively
participates by taking notes,
asking questions, contributing
ideas, etc.

Student does not actively
participate in class

Listening Skills

Student always listens quietly
when peers or the teacher are
talking.

Student sometimes listens quietly when peers or the teacher
are talking.

Student never listens quietly when peers or the
teacher are talking.

Behavior

Student never displays disruptive behavior in class

Student sometimes displays
disruptive behavior in class

Student consistently displays disruptive behavior
in class

Promptness
preparation

and
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Score

IV. gakveTilis dagegmva
sanam gakveTils daiwyebT sami kiTxva dausviT sakuTar Tavs:
1. ras unda miaRwion Cemma moswavleebma? (Sedegi)
2. rogor unda mivaRwio sasurvel Sedegs? (meTodi/meTodebi)
3. rogor gavigo miRweulia Tu ara sasurveli Sedegi?
amis Semdeg dagegmeT gakveTilis msvleloba.

Learning objectives
To set learning objectives is the most significant phase of the teaching-learning process.
Benjamin Bloom’s the six-level taxonomy from lowest to highest is the best tool to create learning objectives.
Learning objectives make both assessment of student performance and student self-assessment easier.
A group of cognitive psychologists, curriculum theorists and instructional researchers, and testing and assessment
specialists published in 2001 a revision of Bloom’s Taxonomy with the title A Taxonomy for Teaching, Learning,
and Assessment with six levels: remember, understand, apply, analyze, evaluate, create.

What is that we have to remember and keep in mind when we create learning objectives:

 Ask yourself a question: How can I formulate questions based on this learning outcome? What am I asking my students
to accomplish by the end of the lesson?”
 Start each objective with a verb.
 Focus on the outcome and not the process. State what the student will be able to do, not what you will teach

or how it will be taught.
 Include objectives at all appropriate levels of Bloom’s taxonomy: knowledge – remember, comprehensionunderstand, application-apply, analysis – analyse, synthesis-evaluate, and evaluation-create.
 Make sure that the objectives are obtainable for your students.
maswavleblis wignSi mocemuli masala dagexmarebaT orientirebuli, sworad dagegmili,
miznebTan Sesabamisi gakveTilis CatarebaSi.
maswavleblis wigni saorientacio saSualebaa. gakveTilis Catarebisas gaiTvaliswineT moswavleTa SesaZleblobebi, saklaso garemo, moargeT igi realur pirobebs da Tqveni da Tqveni
moswavleebis saWiroebis mixedviT dagegmeT gakveTili. Tqven ar mogeTxovebaT maswavleblis
wignSi mocemuli yvela aqtivobis, TamaSis, leqsis, simReris swavleba. Tqven geZlevaT SesaZlebloba SearCioT meTodebi klasis saWiroebebis Sesabamisad, moaxdinoT gakveTilis sakuTari
interpretacia. mTavaria mizani sworad dasaxoT, amave dros am miznisaken mimavali gzebi, meTodebi, saSualebebi marTebulad SearCioT da Semowmebis kriteriumebi sworad gansazRvroT.
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gakveTilis Semdeg CaatareT refleqsia:
iyo Tu ara Cemi instruqciebi gasagebi?
yvela moswavle iyo Tu ara CarTuli?
vinc naklebad iyo CarTuli, ra iyo amis mizezi?
romeli aqtivoba iyo warmatebuli?
romeli iyo naklebad Sedegiani?
rogor gavaumjobeseb gakveTils SemdgomSi?
miRweulia Tu ara mizani?
mivaRwie im Sedegs, rasac velodi?
ras Sevcvlidi? ras gavaumjobeseb Semdegi gakveTilisaTvis?

V. gakveTilebis scenari
UNITS
Lesson 1 – Everything is upside down
Unit Objective:Create positive environment for language acquisition,
encourage the student to speak English on the unit topics
In this unit the students will be able to:
 get introduced with the new textbook
 practise descriptive narrative about tidy and untidy room;
 practise speaking about their morning activities
Language focus:
Everything is upside down/tidy-untidy/ It’s ten to eight/in panic/luckily
get dressed/get prepared, comb/ten minutes’ walk/
Grammar focus: there is – there are/ present simple-third person singular/
use of imperative forms ( for request snf order) – Could you do this, Would you
please...Put on your clothes
Resources: a textbook, board, a piece of chalk, a toy clock
Lesson 1
This is the first lesson of the new school year, so make this lesson as easy and exciting as possible.
Warming up activity
Write on the board – We are in the fifth class now. Let them guess what the sentence means. If they cannot guess
let them look at the cover page. Ask them what their expectations for this school year are. Give them cards (sticker
papers) to write sentences. They may write in a mixed way in English and in Georgian. (Expected answers: to know
English better, to speak better, to enjoy teaching more, to do more interesting activities, to have fun, etc). Keep those
notes and check them at the end of the year to see if the students’ expectations have been met. Ask the students to
have two copybooks-one for classwork, and the other for vocabulary.
Introduce them to the new textbook. Give them five minutes to look through the pages, ask them to identify
the symbols. Explain that this year they will enrich their vocabulary, learn some fairytales, stories, get interesting
information, practise reading, speaking, wrting, listening, watch extracts from the films, play video games, make
projects, create their mini – books, do some projects, make presentations.
Pre reading
Ask the students to tell about yesterday morning, remember details and answer the questions:
Did anybody wake you up or did you wake up yourself?
Did you prepare your clothes yourself or your mother did it for you?
Did you prepare the breakfast for you or mother cooked for you?
Did you tidy up the room before going to school?
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Did you make the bed?
Did you leave your room upside down?
Activity-simulation
Ask the students what happens when you are in a hurry. Ask them to say funny sentences:
Encourage the students to fantasize and think of funny things. Expected answers:
You throw your pyjamas on the floor.
The door of your bathroom does not open.
The books are all around the room and you can’t find them.
The cat is unfed and mewing is following you all the time.
Pairwork
Activity –asking politely
Use the expressions please, do.... Would you please.../Could you please...
Ask the students to advise
Mary, would you please put your book on the table.
Mary, could you please give milk to your cat and feed it.
While reading
Ask the students to open the book, at page 9.
Ask the students to read the text aloud.
Ask questions for comprehension.
What’s the problem with Amanda?
What age can Amanda be?
Does she have enough time to prepare?
Why is she in panic?
What time is it now?
Ask the students to look at the picture again and describe the room.
It is Amanda’s room. It is untidy...Everything is upside down...
Activity
Ask one student (Amamnda) to the front
Ask the students to help Amanda and suggest tidying the room.
For example,-Amanda, don’t panic, you still have time...Amanda, put on your uniform./You have to put on
your uniform,/ Amanda, would you please put on your uniform./ Amanda, would you please put the clothes in the
cupboard.
Activity
Ask one student to imagine he/she is a story teller and tell Amanda’s story. Ask her/him to tell the class about
Amanda’s morning and start like this: One day when Amanda woke up....
Ask the students to look at the second clock (ten to nine) and describe how Amanda got ready. Start like this:
It’s ten to nine and Amanda’s socks are on her feet...
Activity
Tell the class that they all are story tellers and are going to tell about Amanda’s morning one by one. One student
says one sentence, “When Amanda woke up she was in panic...” another student continues, then the third students
says the third sentence and so on until Amanda goes to school.
(A note for the teacher – Give the students choice to use either present (Every day when Amanda wakes up...)
or the past simple tense. At this stage do not correct if they use both tenses)
Activity – Repeat telling the time
Have a toy clock. Move the hands on the clock and ask the students to tell the time. When they practise and
remember telling time, let the students have fun and the teacher puts the hands on two to two (ors aklia ori wuTi).
If the time is available ask the students to put questions to their deskmate.
When do you get up?
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When do you have breakfast?
What do you do after washing?
As a home assignment ask the students to tidy up the boy’s (Andrew’s) room and use al least 5-7 sentences. Ask
the students to do some exercises from the workbook.
Unit 1 Lesson two
Back at school
Unit Objective: Develop communicative skills by conducting dialogues and asking and
answering the questions
In this unit the students will:
 practise listening for gist
 practise getting the informnation from the dialogues.
 raise cultural awareness about Berlin Wall
Language focus: I was impressed by... outdoor swimming-pool, at a lake, by the sea...
Grammar focus: Questions in the past simple
Resources: a textbook, board, a piece of chalk, world map, map of Georgia, Internet materials.
The skills to be developed:
 The students will learn how to orient in the space-find a place on the map. Identify cultural sights and find
them on the map
 Listening for gist
 speaking about the historical place, personal impression
 asking and answering the questions
 asking for something politely-Would you please...
Pre-listening
Put the map of the world and the map of Georgia on the wall.
Activity
Write on the board:
Where did you spend the summer?
What did you like most?
What were you mostly impressed with?
Activity optional
If the teacher has some nice experience about the summer vacation she can be the first to start telling about her
impressions. – This summer was very exciting for me because...
Ask the students to close the book and listen to Luka – Sandro’s and Nino – Anna’s dialogues about their
summer vacation.
Unit 11.4
Listen to the dialogue about summer vacation

Tapescript 1

Luka: I was in Svaneti. I travelled by a helicopter. It was fantastic!
Sandro: I was abroad in Italy. I saw the Coliseum in Rome. I was so impressed!
Nino: look. This is a photo of my sister. She was in Berlin. Her German friend gave her the stones of the Berlin
War. What about you? Where were you?
Anna: We were in Bulgaria. We stayed in a hotel near the beach.
Nino: Was the weather nice?
Ana: Yes, it was. And there was a fantastic indoor swimming pool. We swam there when it rained.
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Ask them how much they know about the Berlin wall and why the stone is a nice souvenir?
Show the video The Fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zmRPP2WXX0U

Ask the students to tell about the summer holidays according to three criterea:
 find the place on the map and show the class where she/he had spent summer vacation
 tell a few words about the place (village, town)
 tell the class about the most impressive sightseeing(s).
Optional activity
Ask the students to look at the map and identify all the places mentioned in the dialogue.
Ask the students to listen to the dialogues again and tick or cross. If they have mistakes play the recordings again
until they understand what their mistake is.
Optional activity
Ask the students to look through the dialogue and say what was easy to understand while listening and what
was difficult.
Ask the students to fill in the chart according to the tapescript – to identify the places and impressions.
Pairwork:Tell the students that they have to share the ideas about each other’s holidays with their deskmates. They
have to listen carefully, because they make a presentation not about his or her holiday, but about the partner’s holiday.
Optional activity
Ask the students to work in pairs. One will be a journalist and the other the respondent. Interview Nino’s sister
who has the stone from the Berlin Wall. Make up a dialogue and play it out.
Home assignment: Ask the atudents to write a few (4-5) sentences about their summer holiday
Formative assessment:
 The teacher makes sure that all the students understand the instructions and are actively involved. Praises
some students, speaks about the good sides of their work, gives tactfull comment on how could it be improved.
 Since this is the first week of the school year, the teacher pays specific attention to the strategies that the
students need to develop. The teacher collects the mistakes and brings then on the board for the analysis – What were
the key points in listening? What sentence or the words were difficult to understand? Was it easy to understand the
text without looking into the text.What were their strategies for understanding?
 The teacher carefully observes the class how accurately they find the places on the map, how they simulate
the dialogues, ask and answer the questions. The teacher evaluates their class participation according to the rubrics,
gives comments on the strength and weaknesses and tells them how to improve them.
Participation Rubric for formative assessment
8-10

7-5

4-1

Promptness and
preparation

Student is on-time to class with all rel- Student is late to class or student Student is late to class and
evant class materials (book, pencil, note- does not have class materials does not have class materibook, etc.)
(book, pencil, notebook, etc.)
als (book, pencil, notebook,
etc.)

Level of
Engagement

Student actively participates in the en- Student sometimes actively partici- Student does not actively
tire class period by taking notes, asking pates by taking notes, asking ques- participate in class
questions, contributing ideas, etc.
tions, contributing ideas, etc.

Listening Skills

Student always listens quietly when Student sometimes listens quietly Student never listens quietly
peers or the teacher are talking.
when peers or the teacher are talk- when peers or the teacher are
ing.
talking.

Behavior

Student never displays disruptive behav- Student sometimes displays dis- Student consistently displays
ior in class
ruptive behavior in class
disruptive behavior in class
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Unit 1
Lesson 3
The Coliseum
Unit Objective: Develop intercultural awareness
In this unit the students will be able to:
 practise listening and reading skills for gist
 raise cultural awareness about the Coliseum and the gladiators’s fights
 practise defining the word
 practise expressing opinions
Language focus:
Gladiator, AD wooden, musical instruments: flutes, trumpets
animals: rhinocerors, leopards, panther, ostriches
Grammar focus: Past simple-telling the events in the past /Regular-irregular verbs
Resources: a textbook, a board, a piece of chalk, world map, map of Georgia,
Internet materials.
Pre-reading
Ask the students to look at the pictures, the title and guess what the text will be about
Activity
Write on the board the word – gladiators
Ask the students if they know anything about:
a. the gladiators (from the history book, the fiction, films)
b. the gladiator’s fights
c. about the reason for their fights
If they know something about this topis elicit from them as much information as possible.
The teacher shows the trailer from the film

GLADIATOR (2000) – Official Movie Teaser Trailer – YouTube

Ask the students to look at the picture in the textbook (page 11) and answer:
How old the building might be?
What was it for? Was it a palace, theatre, stadium?
While reading
Ask the students to close the book and listen to the text – The Coliseum
Listen to the text and answer the questions
					
		 Tapescript 2
The Coliseum
The Coliseum is in Italy, in Rome. It was built in 80 AD. It was 169 meters meters long and 156 meters wide.
The arena was 83 meters by 48 meters. There was a wooden floor covered with sand. This huge theatre had four
floors. There were underground tunnels for people and animals.
In old times there were many shows there-gladiator fights and animal hunts. First the gladiators came on the
arena in a colourful parade with jugglers, acrobats, musicians playing trumpets, flutes, drums. Then the gladiators
were paired and the cruel fight started.
Another popular show was animal hunt. Animals were brought from Africa and India. People played as if they
were hunting rhinoceros, hippopotamuses, elephants, giraffes, lions, leopards, panthers, bears, tigers, alligators,
crocodiles, ostriches.
Now if you visit the Coliseum you can see the impressive ruins. You can close your eyes and imagine the old times.
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Activity
a. Ask the students to show on the map the capital of Italy – Rome, where the Coliseum is.
b. Is the information they received sufficient for them? Do they know about the Colesium a lot?
c. Ask the students to say the words which sound similar to Georgian. (gladiators, arena, Ask the students to skip
the textjugglers, acrobats, panthers)
Competition after skimming the text.
Divide the class in two teams.
Ask the students to read the first paragraph of the text for one minute and close the books.
Divide the board in two parts,ask each team to the board to write as many words (known or unknown) as they
remember.Pay attention that they do not cheat and copy from the other group. If they write a sentence give them
additional two points.
Now, give one minute to each captain from the team to run back to the book and check the mistakes. They have
no right to write new words. If they correct the mistakes, do not count them as mistakes.
When they finish correcting spelling mistakes count the right words of each team and announce the winner.
Activity
Ask the students to write out in their copybook from the text the musical instruments in one minute, the animals
in two minutes.
the musical instruments

The animals

trumpets, flutes, drums

Rhinoceros, hippopotamus, elephants
giraffes, lions, leopards, panthers, bears, tigers, alligators, crocodiles, ostriches

Activity
Ask the students to ask and answer Yes/No questions to their partner about the text.
Pairwork
Both students write two Yes/No questions and ask each other in turn.
Both students write two Wh questions and ask each other in turn.
The teacher walks around and facilitates the process.
Ask the students to read the poem by George Byron about the Coliseum.
Ask the students to express themselves – how they understand the words:
When falls Coliseum Rome shall fall;
When Rome falls – the World.
Explain to the students that the Ciliseum was so powerful and so impressive that nobody could ever imagine it
would stop working. It shows a lot about the glory and history of Italy in the ancient times.
After reading activities
Ask the students which words were easy to guess.
Ask the students which words were difficult to guess.
Ask the children to give the definitions of some words.
Ask the students to ask and answer the questions.
Ask the students to say the phrases in Georgian or in English. (in pairs)
Ask the students to find the verbs in the text and say in which tense they are used.
Ask the students to write in their copybook the forms of irregular forms and remember (the teacher can write
them on the board)
Ask the student to find the adjectives in the text (long, wooden,huge, colourful, cruel, impressive, old).
Give the students formative assessment according to Participation Rubric
Home assignment: ask the students to create similar poem (s) about Georgian historical sites if they can/Ask the
students to do exercises from the workbook
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A project for the week
a. Ask the students to get more information about the Coliseum, find more pictures on the Internet and make a
presentation
b. Ask the students to choose any historical monument in Georgia, find the information and make presentations
The students need to know the rubric how they will be assessed for the presentation. The teacher and the
students together start thinking what criteria are important. In the end, the tacher shows them the chart, the students
go through the assessment criteria and hang this chart on the wall.
presentation rubric
grade 5-6

Below Standard (1-5)

Approaching Standard (6-7)

At Standard (8-10)

Explanation of Ideas
& Information

uses inappropriate facts and
irrelevant details to support main
ideas

• chooses some facts and details that
support main ideas, but there may
not be enough, or some are irrelevant

chooses appropriate facts and
relevant, descriptive details
to support main ideas and themes

Organization

• does not include everything
required in presentation
• presents ideas in an order that
does not make sense
• does not plan timing of
presentation well; it is too short or
too long

• includes almost everything
required in presentation
• tries to present ideas in an order,
but it doesn’t always makes sense
• presents for the right length of
time, but some parts may be too short
or too long

• includes everything required
in presentation
• presents ideas in an order that
makes sense
• organizes time well; no part
of the presentation is rushed,
too short or too long

Eyes & Body

• does not look at audience; reads
notes
• fidgets or slouches a lot

• makes some eye contact, but reads
notes or slides most of the time
• fidgets or slouches a little

• keeps eye contact with
audience
most
of the time; only glances at notes
or slides
• has a confident posture

Voice

• speaks too quietly or not clearly
• does not speak appropriately for
the situation (may be too informal
or use slang)

• speaks loudly and clearly most of
the time
• speaks appropriately for the
situation most of the time

• speaks loudly and clearly
• speaks appropriately for
the situation, using formal
English when appropriate

Presentation Aids

• does not use audio/visual aids
or media
• uses inappropriate or distracting
audio/visual aids or media

• uses audio/visual aids or media,
but they sometimes distract from the
presentation, or do not add to ideas
and themes

• uses well-produced audio/
visual
aids or media to add to main
ideas and themes

Response to
Audience Questions

• does not answer audience
questions

• answers some audience questions,
but not clearly or completely

• answers audience questions
clearly and completely

Participation in
Team
Presentations

• Not all team members
participate; only one or two speak

• All team members participate, but
not equally

• All team members participate
for about the same length of
time,
and are able to answer questions

Unit 1
Revision (summarizing) Unit
After each unit it is important that the teacher makes wrapping up and consolidation lesson, where the students
will revise the material, play games and do group work activities or projects. The teacher may summarise what they
have learnt in this unit by the following questions.
 Ask them to close the books and name the topics of this unit.
 Ask them to recall the discussion questions in this unit and which was the most exciting.
 Ask them to remember words, phrases which they remember.
 Ask them which exercise, activity/game they liked most/the least?
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 Ask them what activity they would like to be repeated in future.
 Ask them what topic they liked most?
 Ask the students if they had difficulties in the process of doing the project, what worked well, what didn’t,
what they liked most of all and why, what could be improved. Let them be open and tell some important details
which the teacher has to consider in future.
The teacher makes sure that all the students have got the information about the Coliseum, tell the information to
the classmates, peers and share the information with the parents. While speaking about the past events the teacher
pays attention to right usage of regular and irregular verbs. If they frequently make mistakes on the irregular verbs
the teacher uses additional activity on the board. They can:
a. Play Cross and Naught on irregular verbs
b. A teacher with the students together can create irregulal verb cards and play Snap
c. Play the games on the internet in the computer lab:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TOIyCuoCvJA

Alphabet review
Activity
Ask the students to recall the alphabet by asking them what letters are before and after. The students have to
know the alphabet in order to work on the dictionary independently.
Ask the students to put the names of the animals in the the alphabetical order. To make this activity more
challenging give the students only one or two minutes.
Pairwork
Ask the students to practise comparing two things-leopard and panther and find the similarities and differences.
Ask them to work individually to draw Venn diagram and find at least four similarities and three differences. Do not
help them. Do not provide ready answers for them. Make the work more challenging. They can write some answers
in class but if they don’t have enough information, search for more details on the Internet at home, bring the answers
on the next lesson and in pairs make the presentations – one student will speak about the similarities, the other about
the differences.
Activity – Definition game
Ask the students to give the definitions of the objects given in the text (familiar or unfamiliar) and the class will
guess. Ask the students to match the definitions with the words.
Activity – Oral dictation
Ask the students to spell the words from the text orally and the class will guess the word. Encourage them to
use new words.
Ask the students to do the matching exercise
Ask the students to match the words and phrases with the translation, encourage them to do the matching
activity orally and say as many words and phrases from the text as they remember.
Mini debate
Elicit from the students everything what they know and learned in this unit about the Ciliseum and the gladiator’s
fight. Ask them who the gladiatoes were; what were the fights for. Ask the students to find the positive and negative
arguments. The students may use Georgian words or expressions at times. Accept this. Simply translate them and
write on the board.
Mini Debate
Ask them to say why these fights were immoral
Suggested answers:
Positive sides (arguments): To make a show/To please the Pharaons and the spectators/ to demonstrate the
power and strengh/ to frighten the people/ to enjoy the brutality, cruelty _ simxece, sisastike
Negative sides (arguments): the men were slaves/the men were fighting like beasts/ the winner was the killer of
the other/ sometimes they were friends and had to fight each other until death/ demonstration of cruelty, brutality.
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Time machine game
Work in groups
Imagine you have a time machine and fly back in the ancient times. You as a civilized person and want to
convince the Roman Senate that this fights are immoral and should be banned.
Prepare a short speech. Write the beginning on the board:
Dear citizens of Rome...
A group project
The students can find more information about the gladiators. The teacher can use the episodes from the film
Gladiator.They can draw the pictures and scenes acording to their imagination, make a poster and make presentations.
Semajamebeli gakveTilis Semdeg CaatareT refleqsia:
iyo Tu ara Cemi instruqciebi gasagebi?
yvela moswavle iyo Tu ara CarTuli?
vinc naklebad iyo CarTuli, ra iyo amis mizezi?
romeli aqtivoba iyo warmatebuli?
romeli iyo naklebad Sedegiani?
rogor gavaumjobeseb?
miRweulia Tu ara mizani?
mivaRwie im Sedegs, rasac velodi?
ras Sevcvlidi? ras gavaumjobeseb Semdegi gakveTilebisaTvis?

Unit 2
Shopping for school
Listen, read the dialogue and answer the questions
At the stationery
Salesperson: Can I help you?
Billy: Can I have this blue bag with white stripes?
Salesperson: Yes, sure. Anything else?
Billy: I need two pencil-cases, a pencil sharpener and three erasers.
Salesperson: Is that all?
Billy: No, three copybooks and one sketch-book for drawing, please.
Which bag did Billy choose?

Tapescript 3

At the boutique
Kate: Can I have this white zipped blouse with two large pockets, please.
Salesgirl: Yes, sure. What size do you wear?
Kate: “Small” Please.
Salesgirl: Here you are. Would you like to try it on? There’s a fitting – room over there.
Kate: Thank you. (Kate is trying the blouse on). It is an original design and I like it.
   Which blouse did Kate choose?
Salesgirl: Yes, it is. And it suits you. Are you looking for something more?
Kate: Yes, a skirt which will go with this blouse.
Salesgirl: What about this one? It has a wide belt that is fashionable nowadays.
Kate: Thank you. It looks nice. I’ll take this belt too.
   Which skirt and belt did Kate choose?
Read the money symbols, listen and remember how to say them
Tapescript 4
pound and pence
1 p. one p. [pI:]
30 p. thirty p.
₤ 1 one pound
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₤ 1.25 one (pound) twenty-five (p)
₤ 2 two pounds
₤ 5. 78 five (pounds) seventy-eight (p)
dollar $ and cent c
1 c one cent
30 c thirty cents
$ 1 one dollar
$ 2 two dollars
$ 8.25 eight (dollars) twenty-five (cents)
euro € (E U R) and cent c
1 c one cent
30 c thirty cents
€ 1 one euro
€ 70 seventy euros
€ 8. 25 eight (euros) twenty-five (cents)
Georgian lari (GEL) and tetri
1 tetri 1 tetri
30 tetris thirty tetris
1 GEL one Georgian lari
2 GEL two Georgian laris
8 GEL 25 eight Georgian laris and
twenty-five tetris
A. Can I change 20 dollars
A. Can I change 20 dollars
into laris please?
B.Yes, sure. How would you
like it?
A. Can you give me
ten-lari notes, please.
B. Certainly. Anything else?
A. No, thank you.
B. Here is your money, sir.
Unit 2
A Coat
Unit Objective: The students will develop their skills according to Bloom’s Taxonomy
In this unit the students will be able to:
 tell the content of the story. Ask and answer the questions and o exercises
discuss the issues of kindness express their personal opinions.
 raise their civic consciousness and get inspired to do kind things.
 organise the project for the poor
Language focus: To sew a coat,hardly noticed, something caught his eye, ragged, immediately,
hugged
Grammar focus: Past simple-telling the events in the past /Regular-irregular verbs
Resources: a textbook, board, a piece of chalk, Internet materials
I level – Knowledge/Remember
 Draw a suitcase on the board. Tell the class – Your suitcase is very heavy (ans mime dragging heavy suitcase).
Can you guess what is /are there? (clothes) Can you guess what clothes? Ask for hands up and accept any answers
with “Maybe there is...
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 Choose up to 12 of the clothes flashcards or pictures. Tell the class “In my suitcase I’ve got...” Now, show the
flashcards one by one and say the name of the item.
 Now ask the learners to answer – What are your favourite clothes ?(e.g. blue jeans, green jumper)
Play the video-My favourite clothes

https://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/en/short-stories/my-favourite-clothes

II level-Understanding
Introduce the story title-A Coat. Ask the students to predict according to the picture what is the story about.
Show the video A Coat (A story about Herbert Grant childhood – Who was a US Army Veteran)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MunLfcKWykA

Since the students already know the story content, ask them to skim the text.
When they finish reading ask the questions for comprehension:
Who are the story characters?
What present did the boy get from his mother?
How happy was he?
Who did he see in the street? What did he do?
Was mother angry when he came home without the coat?
Explain the new words, give definitions, translations (if necessary).
III level – Apply
The teacher writes the events of the story on the board in a jumbled way ( 4, 6, 1, 7, 2, 5, 3) and ask the students
to put the story in the right order as given.
1. It was winter but the boy did not have a coat.
2. Mather made (sewed) him a coat as a surprise.
3. The boy ran outside and enjoyed playin in the snow
4. Suddenly he noticed a poor boy who was cold and heating his hands at an exhaust grate.
5. The boy was sorry and gave him his coat.
6. He was afraid that mother would be angry at him.
7. When he explained everything to his mother, mother hugged him.
IV level – Analyse
Design a story map with exposition (setting and characters), rising actions, climax (turning point), falling actions
and resolution
Ask the questions for the analysis
What is the story about?
Wha t is the climax of the story?
What was the resolution? How did mother react?
Do you think every mother would react in the same way?
What is that you liked in this story?
Is kindness important characteristic trait? Why?
You can keep things and you can give away to the poor, which is better?
Generousity starts with you. Do you agree? Explain why you think so.
Charity starts at home. Do you agree? Explain why you think so.
Which other title can you give to the story?
Imagine you are Herbert and it happened to you yesterday. Tell the story to the class.
You are this poor boy. Write a Thank You letter and how this coat changed his life.
V level – Evaluate
Ask the class: How does the story inspire you? Is it an inspirational story which stimulates you to do kind things?
Pairwork: work in pairs and write some (3-5) kind things you can do to make others happy.
Why did the writer write this story? (To encourage compassion and empathy)
What do you do when a homeless or a beggar asks you for money? Do you give him/her money or food or just
walk away?
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VI level-Creating
Group work. Plan a project. Create group of volunteers from other classes, create an advertisement or a poster.
Assign the day and ask the students from other classes to donate the coats for the children who live in the Orphanage.
Collect the coats (the school administration will allocate the place and deliver them to the orphaned kids). Take
photos, play with the children, talk to them.
Make a wall newpaper about this interesting event.
Write news article for the newspaper, or children’TV programme
The sample and structure of this lesson might be well used (surely with some variations) with the units:
Unit 11,15, 16, Unit 18/19 and Unit 22
Unit 3
Every day I do my best
Listen and read the poem-Every day I do my best. Read the transcriptions.
The list of words on the right will help you
Every day at my [sku:l]
I do this or I do [ ]
Whatever I do, I do my [best].
After school I always [rest]
What next?
I always follow the [ru:lz].
Work hard and never [rest],
Until good ’s [betə]
and better [best].
What next?
I learn subjects mostly [mæθ]
I play games with my [frendz]
I help my mum, talk to my [dæd]
And at eleven I [ɡəʊ tə bed]

Tapescript 5

school
that
best
rest
rules
rest
better
best
Math
friends
dad
go to bed

Listen, read and play the dialogue out
Rabbit: Elephant let’s be friends.
Elephant: Friends! With you?
Rabbit: What’s wrong with me? Why can’t we be friends?
Elephant: You are smaller than me. W e don’t have anything in common .
Rabbit: Yes, I am smaller, b ut I can easily hide behind the bushes.
Elephant: You are weaker than me!
Rabbit: But I can run faster than you !
Elephant: Your legs are not as strong as mine!
Rabbit: But I can hop and jump across the bushes.
Elephant: We can’t be friends. We don’t have anything in common! Can you say
one thing that we have in common?
Rabbit: Yes I can. We both love vegetables.
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Tapescript 6

Unit 3
The Lion and the Mouse by Aesop
Unit Objective: To bring the children into the realm of fables, finding morals and
apply the knowledge to present day situation
In this unit the students will be able to:
 learn more about fable writers (Aesop)
 practise telling the story
 adapt the story to te first person narrative
 do the project: collect other fables, design mini books and make presentations
Language focus: spare me,fell into a trap,rolled and twisted,chew and bite,
Grammar focus: Past simple-telling the events in the past /Regular-irregular verbs
Resources: a textbook, board, a piece of chalk, materials for the project
Pre reading
Ask the students if they know what the fable is.
Ask them if they know any Georgian fable writers (Sulkhan Saba Orbeliani, Akaki Tsereteli)
Ask them to give the definition of the fable
Ask them to recall some fables from their previous knowledge
Ask them if they have ever heard about the Greek fable writer Aesop [ˈiːsɒp]
Tell the students information about Aesop
Aesop was a Greek  storyteller of 620-564 century BC. We do not have any of his writing but numerous tales
are collected across the centuries.
There are no details about his life but the ancient sources including Aristotle, Herodotus, and Plutarch say that
he was a very ugly slave (of loathsome aspect... potbellied, misshapen of head, snub-nosed, swarthy, dwarfish,
bandy-legged, short-armed, squint-eyed, liver-lipped – a portentous monstrosity) who because of his cleverness
became free and the advisor of the kings.
Many of the tales are characterized by animals and inanimate objects that speak, solve problems, and generally
have human characteristics.
While reading
Ask the students to read the title of the fable and look at the pictures (They might have heard about this fable)
Ask the students to listen to the story the Lion and the Mouse
Listen to the fable
Tapescript 7
The Lion and the Mouse
One day a lion was sleeping. A mouse ran on his nose and woke him. The lion was so angry that he was going
to kill the mouse.
“Oh, please spare me, kind sir. I am smaller than you, but I can be of some help some day.”
The lion started laughing and couldn’t stop. But he let the mouse go.
A few weeks later the lion was walking in the jungle. Suddenly he fell into a trap. The lion rolled and twisted in
the ropes of the net so much that in a few moments he could not move at all. He roared and roared.
A mouse heard the lion’s roar and ran to save him. With his sharp teeth he began to chew and bite at the ropes
of the net and freed the lion. “Thank you, little friend,” said the lion,:I laughed when you said you could help me.
But I was wrong.”
Ask questions for comprehension
Who are the fable characters?
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Why was the lion angry?
Who saved the lion?
Ask the students to read the text silently
Ask the students to answer the questions by finding the answer in the textbook.
Why did the lion laugh?
What happened to the lion a few weeks later?
How did the mouse help him?
Ask the students to write out the new words in their copybook, practise using them and remember
After reading
Ask the students to watch the video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iPybpc-xuG0turn off the voice and ask the students to tell the story according to the pictures on the video.
Ask the students to make the chronological events of the story on a piece of paper
Ask them to cut the events into strips, jumble them and ask the deskmate to put them in order
Ask the questions for analysis
How did the lion survive?
What might have happened if the lion ate the mouse?
Did the lion’s kindness help him to survive?
What do you think the moral of the story is?
Can you think of other titles for the fable?
Tell the students that kindness is universally recognized and there are some proverbsabout it:
Kindness begets (brings) kindness
Good deeds are rewarded.
A friend in need is a friend indeed.
Ask the students to find Georgian equivalent for these proverbs
Try to lead the students into understanding the moral not only of the fable, but of the whole life is that:
– If we always try to be a kinder, better person, by practicing kindness regularly, our lives will become more
extraordinary and beautiful.
– Practicing acts of kindness while expecting nothing in return except the good feelings, is very important. We
should be kind to others and others will, it turn, be kind to us.
Evaluate
What have the fables of Aesop and Sulkhan Saba Orbeliani in common?
Why did people write fables?
Is it possible to write modern fables? If yes what topics might be chosen? If you were asked to write a modern
fable what topic would you choose?
A project
The gallery of Aesop’s fables
1. Design a mini-book of this fable, illustrate, make questions, definitions or translations of certain words.
2. Ask the students to get more information about the fable teller Aesop, collect some fables by him and design
mini-books, posters for a class or school presentation.
3. They might make a performance on some fables for the presentation.
4. Optional project: It would be wonderful if the students can try to create their own fables.
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Lesson 4
After school activities
Art , design project
Design a uniform
Group work
Ask the students to design a uniform either for boys or for girls. They have to think about the material, colours,
patterns. They can consult the art teachers, designers, use the drawing room. Ask them to prepare the posters for the
presentations. For the project preparation give one week.
Tell the students that next week the lesson will be held in the hall. There will be other teachers, school officials
and a competent jury will define who three top winners are.
Materials needed for the presentation day: the students’s posters, tape or tacks, project evaluation sheets for the
visitors, tiny souverirs for the winners.
Preparation: Make sure that the students have their work prepared on time. Allocate the place for the students to
put the posters up. Choose the members of jury (2 students and one teacher).
The procedure
Step one
The students will display their work in the hall for everybody to see.
Step two
Each group will stand at their poster.
Step three
The guests will move round and the group will give the presentations in turn (5 minutes per group).
Step four
The work of the group will be evaluated by the jury according to the criteria of the project rubric. The project
roubric can be given to each jury members for evaluation.
proeqtis Sefasebis kriteriumebi
kriteriumis CamonaTvali

1-2

1.

SemoqmedebiTi unar-Cvevebis warmoCena (naxati, nakeToba, Tema,
moTxroba, leqsi...)

2.

sakuTari naSromis, nakeTobis wardgenis unari
(aRwera, mniSvnelovani faqtebze yuradRebis gamaxvileba)

3.

individualuri, jgufuri muSaobis warmoCena. ToToeuli
jgufis wevris roli proeqtSi.

4.

proeqtze muSaobis etapebi

5.

drois reglamentis dacva

3-5

6-7

8-10

Step five
On the basis of the evaluation papers the jury will nominate the winners.
Step six
The jury will announce the winners, give the comments.
The winners will get cheers and presents.
The teacher thanks all the members of the class for the participations, highlights some positive points in each group
presentation (fluency, eye contact, originality, creativity, nice colours, good design, etc) and give some comments
how to improve their work (more independent work, active role of every group member, better presentation, etc).
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Unit 4
Listen to the dialogue and describe David’s problem
Tapescript 8		
				
Andy: Something must be wrong with David. He sits at home all the time and watches television.
Peter: Yes, he needs to be more active. He is getting fatter and fatter every day.
Andy: Right. It’s unhealthy to sit inside every day. That is why he never comes with us outside.
Peter: Let’s ask him to go for a nature walk on Saturday. We can also gather the materials for our project-“Our
Wood-Our Treasure.”
Andy: great! I’ll call him.
Listen to the dialogue and put the missing phrases in the right order. 					
Tapescript 9
A: Hello David. It’s me Andrew. How are you?
B: Hi Andrew. As usual I am sick. I’ve got a terrible headache and my stomach hurts.
A: That’s because you always sit in front of the TV. Peter and I are going for nature walk on Saturday. Will you
join us? You have to be more active and be in the fresh air.
B: I don’t know. I don’t feel like going out.
A: Come on David. It’a a beautiful opportunity for our nature project. Then we can sail my model boat by
remote control in the pool.
B: Hooray! That sounds grat! OK. I’ll come.
A: Bye David. Until Saturday, then.
B: Bye Andrew. Thank you for inviting me.
					
				
Listen to the song. Put in the missing phrases and copy the song in your copybook
On the carousel
I love to ride with you! – on the carousel.
I’ll be your only beau – I’ll be _____________
We’ll have __________ , you’ll be my honey bun,
Our love will start to gel – while ______________.
____________________of the merry, merry go round,
Round and round and _______________,
Hurry, hurry, hurry, hurry to the song,
We’ll go up and ________________. And you’ll never
Never, never, never leave my side.
Listen to the text and give the definitions of the underlined words

Tapescript 10

Tapescript 11
1. Mr. Mitchell – the science teacher and the students of the 5 th class are standing at the entrance of the science
museum. The teacher puts his finger to his lips. “Boys and girls, he said, “please stay together. Don’t get lost in the
museum and keep quiet.” They went into the museum.
2. At first Jimmy saw rock room and the insect room but he was not interested very much. Then Mr. Mitchell
took the class into dinosaur room. Jimmy gasped. One of the dinosaur skeleton was taller than his house! Jimmy
stared at the skeleton for a long time. Then he asked: “Mr. Mitchell, what happened to dinosaurs? Why did they
disappear?”
3. No one answered. Jimmy looked around and realized that his class was gone. “Now I am lost,” he said to
himself, wondering what he could do next. But then he noticed a friendly-looking guard standing at the doorway.
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Unit 4
How to make pressed flower
https://www.google.ge/search?q=video+how+to+make+pressed+flowers&oq=video+how+to+make+pressed+flow
ers&aqs=chrome..69i57.12161j0j1&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8#kpvalbx=0

Practise pronunciation (1-4)

Tapescript 12

Practise pronunciation of – tion 1. examination, exhibition, invitation, dictation, situation, conversation,
station.
Listen to the words and find which sound you

Tapescript 13

do not hear in each word. Write a letter (letters) next to the word
Eight
Hour
School
Friend
Built
Fight
Money
Breakfast
Headache

-gh
-h
-h
-i
-u
-gh
-e
-a
-a, h, e.

Listen to the tongue twister and repeat

Tapescript 14

Betta Botta bought some butter
“But,” she said, “this butter’s bitter,
But a bit of better butter
Will make my batter better.”
So, she bought a bit of butter,
better than the bitter butter,
And it made her batter better.							
Unit 5
Ballet Show at School
Unit Objective: Develop understanding and value of classical music and raise the appreciation for
the composers
In this unit the students will be able to:
 develop understanding of the content of the ballet (synopsis) from listening and reading
 understand how music education helps students in successive learning.
 learn how to make a brochure or leaflet for the performance
Language focus: ribbon,swans,feathers, put under a spell, is cheated, remain
Grammar focus: Telling the events in the past, Regular-irregular verbs
Resources: a textbook, board, a piece of chalk, internet material: extracts from the ballet from the Internet
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Pre lesson
Introduce the lesson: The power of music
Ask the students to tell what benefits can a person get from listening to music
Accept all answers from the students.
Ask the students if they listen to classical music. If some of them say yes, elicit from the student what they think
about the importance of musical education.
A note for the teacher: Explain to the students in a more simple way the benefits of musical education. Recent
studies have proved that:1. Music education improves student’s memory and academic achievements; 2. Improves
reading verbal expression, and English language skills; 3.Develops creativity; 4. Active involvement in classical
music creates positive attitude in children.
Ask the student if they have ever watched any ballet
Explain to the students that ballet is different than the other dance forms. We are telling a story through our
movement, without words, without lyrics. This is an incredible art form for children to learn and to watch. They
are learning what it means to communicate with their bodies and their faces. The dancers try to make others feel
happiness, confusion, anger, fear, joy, love... without saying a word. The students will feel the dynamics and an
appreciation for the composers of such music. They recognize the beauty in instrumentation and find a comfort in
hearing the sounds of orchestra.
Ask the students to listen to the dialogue and identify the necessary accesoires for the ballet dancers and ballet
terms.
Unit 5
Listen to the dialogue
Before the show
The ballet teacher: Did you put on your costumes and makeup children?
Good.
Girls, Are your ribbons tight on your ballet shoes?
The girls: Yes Madam Blur.
The teacher: It’s only five minutes before the curtain goes up.
Are you ready?
The students: Yes, Madam Blur, but we are nervous.
The teacher: Don’t be nervous. You dance well and make beautiful pirouettes.
I’ll peep behind the curtain. Oh, the hall is full. The audience is reading the program.
The students: Oh, the curtain is going up!
The teacher: Remember to point your toes. Good luck everyone

Tapescript 15

Ask the students to listen and watch the orchestra playing the beginning of the ballet for 2 minutes and answer
the questions Swan lake /www.youtube.com/
 Do you like the music?
 Do you hear violins, pianos, flutes in the orchestra?
 Do you know who directs the orchestra (the conductor)
 Do you think the music is scary, confused, happy, and majestic?
 What did you like about this music? What effect does it make on you?
Ask the student to read the I-II acts of the synopsis.
listen and read the synopsis of the ballet the Swan Lake act one and two

Tapescript 16

Prince Siegfield and his friends go into the forest to hunt and are surprised to see a group of very beautiful
swans by the lake. Siegfield sees a beautiful girl-bird dressed in white feathers. He talks to her and learns that she is
princess Odette whom the evil Rothbart put under a spell. She was a swan by day and a woman by night. Siegfield
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immediately falls in love with the Swan Queen. Odette tells him: “I will never become a woman until someone
really loves me”. Seigfield promised: “I will always love you and save you from the magician’s spell.”
Rothbart-the evil magician who lives in the ruins of a castle near the lake, hears the conversation between Odette
and Siegfield. He had a plan...
Ask the students to watch the scene where Rothbart appears with his evil looks and evil thoughts
Swan lake /www.youtube.com/

Ask the students to work in pairs and ask and answer the questions about the first and second acts.
Ask the students to read the third act
Listen and read the last part
Tapescript 17
It is Prince Seigfield’s birthday party. There are a lot of princesses there who wish to become his wife. But
Seigfield loves only Odette. Rothbart comes with his daughter Odile, who is dressed in black and looks very much
like Odette. The prince believes that she is Odette and dances with her.
Seigfield tells everybody that he is going to marry her. Suddenly he sees the real Odette dressed in white
standing far away. He realizes his mistake. He understands that he is cheated but it is too late.
Seigfield returns to the lake and finds Odette. He tries to explain, but the spell cannot be broken. He broke his
promise, so Odette will remain a swan forever. Odette’s heart breaks and she dies.
Ask thestudents to watch the video Dying Swan https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFJGhQYex-E
Nina Ananiashvili dances The Dying Swan (vaimusic.com)

After reading
Ask the students to compare Odile and Odette and find similarities and differences
As the students to create a new end for the story
Ask the students to write a letter to Chaikovski and tell about their impressions
Ask the studentsto express and explain how was the music different in each scene? The same? What instruments
did they hear? How did the music foreshadow or mimic plot development?
Ask the students about costumes, lighting, and choreography. For example: What different types of costumes
did you see? How would you describe the style? How did the costumes help tell the story? What colors did you see
in the costumes? Which costumes would be easiest to dance in? The most difficult? Do you think the lighting creates
a particular mood or atmosphere?
How did the dancers communicate various emotions? Were there any parts that were confusing to you? Why?
Group work
The teacher cuts the sentences, prepares a certain number of sets depending on the goup number.
The teacher places these sentences in a jumbled way on each group’s desk and allocates the time-5 minutes.
1. Siegfried goes hunting
2. Siegfried sees the swans
3. A swan becomes a woman
4. Odette’s tells about the curse
5. Evil Rothbart’s plan
6. Siegfried’s birthday ball
7. Rothbart tricks Siegfried
8. Siegfried realises his mistake
9. An unbreakable spell
10. The lovers’ end
The students put the sentence in the right order
The group which does it correctly and quickly is the winner
The teacher asks the students to create a new end for the story.
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The project
Ask the student to prepare a flyer or a brochure for any ballet, opera, performance, school event, etc.
The guide for the teacher
How Do You Make A Leaflet?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rRB_ySRLIg4

Unit 6
The Golden Fleece
Unit Objective: Raise the student’s awareness about myths and legends and geographical
locations
In this unit the students will be able to:
 Acquire the knowledge about the myth – The Golden Fleece
 Expand the knowledge in Geography – the Argonauts’ route from Greece to Colchis
 Try to answer the question – Is it myth or reality?
 Create a traveller’s brochure about the myth
 Create the model for the ship “Argo”
Language focus: archeological excavations, primitive, priceless,enchantress, Golden
Fleece, navigation.
Grammar focus: Past simple-telling the events in the past /Regular-irregular verbs
Resources: a textbook, a board, a piece of chalk, internet material about the Argonaut’s
voyage, materials for projects.
Pre lesson
What is a myth?
Do you know any myth or legend about Georgia?
What do the myth or legend say about the culture of the people in general?
Have you ever heard about the legend the Golden Fleece?
A note for the teacher: If the students ask what is the difference between the myth and a legend expain that they
are mostly interchangeable but there is difference too:The main difference between Myth and Legend is that Myths
talk mostly about gods
and about ancient past and we do not have evidence to prove that it as a fact. But Legends talk about historical
figures and events typically in more recent historical past where facts are distorted or exaggerated.
While reading
The teacher asks the students to read the vocabulary ex.6.1 and write in their copybook in the right order. The
teacher provides definitions for the person, people or the things. For example:
The Argonauts-heroes in Greek mythology who around 1300 BC, accompanied by Jason came to Colhis to
steal The Golden Fleece
The Argo – a ship named after its builder Argus
The Greeks – The people who live in Greece
Archeological excavations – Digging in order to find some old pieces of artwork
Jason – an ancient Greek mythological hero who was the leader of the Argonauts who wanted to steal the
Golden Fleece from Kolchis ( Georgia)
Colchis – was an ancient kingdom and region on the coast of the Black Sea, in present-day western Georgia
The Golden Fleece – the fleece of the gold-haired winged ram, which was held in Colchis. The fleece is a
symbol of authority and kingship.
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Medea – in Greek mythology she was a daughter of king Aeetes of Colchis
The teacher asks te students to listen and check
Unit 6
The Golden Fleece-A legend or reality?
Read the text with proper nouns

Tapescript 18

Listen, put in the missing proper nouns and read the text
Georgia (1), The Argonauts(8), Greek(3), Jason(6), Colchi(4), Golden Fleece(5), Medea(7), Black Sea Coast(2),
Georgia is ancient country. Archeological excavations show that primitive men lived on the territory of Georgia
about 600-700 thousand years ago. The first Stone Age men’s parts of bones were found on the
Black sea Coast... The ancient Greek writers of the 6th century BC wrote about the development of culture in
Colchi. There are many legends about Georgia. The most famous all over the world is the myth of the Golden Fleece.
Once upon a time, Colchis was ruled by King Aeetes. He lived in a beautiful city of Phasis (now Poti) near the
Rioni River. The king had a priceless treasure, the hide of golden ram, which was shining in a tree like the sun and
guarded day and night by a fire-breathing dragon. It was for the Golden Fleece that Jason gathered heroes from all
over Greece (one of them was Hercules) and set out on his journey. After sailing for a long time on the ship Argo,
they finally saw the mountains of the Caucasus on the horizon. The daughter of the king, the enchantress Medea
fell in love with the handsome Greek, put a spell on the dragon and helped the Greek steal the Golden Fleece. The
Argonauts stole not only The Golden Fleece but the beautiful Georgian woman, Medea too. They went through
dangerous and interesting adventures on their way back to Greece.
The teacher asks the student to read up the sentence with the inserted words. Thus the teacher makes sure that
all the words are put in the right order and well understood.
The questions for comprehension:
How do we know about the ancient time of Georgia?
What do archeological expeditions reveal about the first primitive men?
Which country does Jason belong to?
What does he travel to Kolch for?
Why was it difficult to get the Golden Fleece?
How did he manage to steal the Golden Fleece?
Why did Medea leave her country-Georgia?
After reading
The teacher shows to the students the video https://www.youtube.com Jason and the Golden Fleece
Without the voice; the students follow the video and narrate like dubbing the film. Sometimes the teacher allows
the students to hear the video and the students should fit in the narrative.
The teacher asks the students to think and name the difficulties, risks, obstacles that the Argonauts might face
during their voyage.
Motivate the student by the intriguing qyestion:
If you were the explorers would you dare and try to follow the route of the Argonauts and sail from Greece to
Georgia? Divide the class in groups. Let them make a plan of actions , what they will do first, next, what things they
will take, etc. Give them 10 min. When the time is up, ask each group to make a presentation.
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Tell the class that the Irish scientists Timothy Severin wished to prove that the myth was possible. He was
inspired by this myth, asked the builders to build Argo without a single nail, brought on the board 20 volunteer
oarsmen and started to recount the expedition of Jason and his heroes.They did not have even a compass.
A Project
a. Follow the route of Tim Simothy Severin on the map and make presentations (Sailed to North of Greece,
through Dardanel, crossed the Marmara Sea, Bosphorus strait reaching Phasis-now Poti).
A project
b. Watch the video
how the Argo was made https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DG4YSt9I7Ag
and make a tiny model from any available material.
A Project
a. Find and collect some other myths or legends about Georgia, create a brochures or leaflets about them and
make presentations.
Unit 7
Listen, read the poem and say What is the girl’s problem?

Tapescript 19

I am sick by Shel Silverstein
”I cannot go to school today.”
Said little Peggy Ann Mc Kay.
“I have the measles and the mumps.
A gash, a rash and purple bumps.
My mouth is wet, my throat is dry,
I’m going blind in my right eye.
My tonsils are as big as rocks,
I have counted sixteen chicken pox
And there’s one more-that’s seventeen,
And don’t you think my face looks green?
My leg is cut, my eyes are blueIt might be terrible flu.
I cough and sneeze and gasp and choke,
I’m sure that my left leg brokeMy nose is running, my toes are numb,
I have a sliver in my thumb.
My neck is stiff, my spine is weak,
I hardly whisper when I speak.
I have a hangnail, and my heart is – what?
What’s that? What’s that you say?
You say today is ... Saturday?
Good-bye, I am going out to play!”
Listen and write down the problem in each dialogue

Tapescript 20

At the hospital:
1. The doctor: Oh, you have infected tonsils. We should remove them as soon as possible.
Mother: How are you doing Kate? You have your tonsils out. Does your throat hurt? (Kate nods her head).
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Mother: Don’t be sad. I know it hurts. You will feel better tomorrow. Only one day, and it won’t hurt so much.
Do you want ice cream?
Kate (Smiles and whispers): Ice cream? Chocolate. No strawberry. No vanilla. All kinds of flavours.
Mother (Smiling): I see you’re feeling better already.
2. On the football field
David: What’s the matter, Bill?
Bill: I hurt my ankle yesterday. So, I can’t play today.
3. At the dancing class
Dancing instructor: Andrew, why didn’t you come to aerobics class last week? What was wrong with you?
Andrew: I had the flu Ms. Thompson. Now I am fine.
Dancing instructor: O.K. Are we ready class? Let’s get in our lines. Stretch out.... we are going to go left
first...2,3,4... now turn round and go to the right. We are going to warm up for tango.
4. At the river bank
Grandpa: Philip, say the magic words.
Philip: Fish, fish, send me a fish.... Oh, I’ve got one!
Grandpa: Be careful!
Philip: It’s a big one. (Philip falls into the river)
Unit 8
The world without telephones
Listen and read the text
Tapescript 21
It is hard to imagine life without this wonderful invention – the telephone.
In old times people had some ways to communicate with one another over long distances.
The ancient Greeks used tall lighthouses. At night fire burned brightly in them; in the daytime, smoke came out
from the top. People miles away could see the fire or smoke and understood the messages.
Runners also carried the messages in Greece, especially from battlefields.
The people in the towns patiently waited for the runners to bring the news of victory or defeat.
The messages also were delivered by the domesticated pigeons. The pigeons could fly home from wherever they
were.
Inca Empire used fast roadrunners to deliver the messages. They didn’t have the writing system, so the runners
had to remember the message. Not everybody could be a roadrunner. They were trained people. They usually ran
almost 250 miles a day.
Listen and read the text
Tapescript 22
The inventor of the telephone
Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone in 1876. On March 10, 1876, Bell and his assistant Watson were
working in separate rooms. Bell by accident spilled some acid on his clothes and said, “Mr. Watson, come here.
I want you!” Mr. Watson came immediately. They were both surprised to find out that the message was heard.
These were the first complete sentences ever transmitted over the telephone. On April 3, 1877, Bell completed the
first telephone conversation between Boston and New York, a distance of more than two hundred miles.
Today mobile phones (cell phones) replaced the telephone. Now you don’t need to be at home or at the office
to communicate
Mobile phones have no wires and you can carry it in your pocket or in your car. With a mobile phone you can
drive, walk and talk. You can also send messages or video pictures over the mobile phones or through the Internet.
A call from a mobile phone travels along radio waves to stations in different places. From there, the radio signals
travel to your phone system.
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Listen to the telephone conversation and put the missing phrases
Susan: Hello. Happy Birthday big brother!
Mathew: Hey, Thanks, Susan. Where are you?
Susan: I am in Paris at the conference.
Mathew: Are you having fun?
Susan: Yes, it’s really exciting here.
Mathew: Have a good trip.
Susan: I will. Thanks. Happy birthday and send my love to everyone.
Mathew: OK. Bye Susan.

Tapescript 23

Practise pronunciation
Listen, read and repeat
Tapescript 24
light, bright, right, sight, night, fight, might, tight								
Listen to the tongue twister and repeat
Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers.
A peck of pickled peppers Peter Piper picked.
If Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers,
Where’s the peck of pickled peppers Peter Piper picked?

Tapescript 25

Unit 9
Home, sweet home
Listen and read the dialogue and play out
Tapescript 26
a. What a nice catalogue! What do you need it for?
b. My parents are going to buy a new house. Will you help me to choose one?
a. With pleasure, but I am afraid I am not very good at it.
b. Don’t worry. Let’s look through the catalogue. Look at this photo. Do you like this house?
a. It’s pretty, but I prefer a two-story house.
b. So do I. Oh look. Isn’t it a wonderful house? It is a two – bedroom house. I love the roof tiles.
a. What about this one? It has two floors too.
b. Let’s see from inside. It looks good. The ceiling is high – twelve-feet. It has two bed-rooms, two bathrooms
upstairs and a big kitchen downstairs.
a. And it has also a two-car garage on the ground floor.
b. Ok I’ll show that house to my parents.
a. I’ve got an idea. Let’s make a plan of the ideal house on the computer. I want to be an architect and you are
good at drawing. Perhaps we can construct a nice house and send it to the editor of the catalogue.
Listen, repeat and act out the telephone conversation
A: Hello, I am calling about the one-bed-room apartment.
B: Well, it’s a nice apartment and it’s sunny.
A: Is there a heating?
B: Yes, there is a heating and hot water.
A: Is it near transportation?
B: Yes, it’s near the bus-stop.
A: What floor is the apartment on?
B: It’s on the fifth floor.
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Tapescript 27

A: Is there an elevator in the building?
B: Sorry, there isn’t.
A: When can I see the apartment?
B: You can see it tomorrow morning.
A: Hello Mr. Williams This is Mrs. Lopez in apartment 3C.
B: Hello mrs. Lopez. How are you today?
A: I am very upset. Air conditioner is not working and the tap is leaking.
B: Air conditioner is not working? And the tap is leaking?
A: That’s right. When can you come to fix it?
B: I am a little busy right now, but I’ll be there later.
A: Hello Mr. Williams. This is Mrs. Lopez from apartment 3C.
B: Hello Mrs. Lopez.
A: Please come right away. There is a mouse in my kitchen.
B: A mouse in the kitchen?
A: Yes! Ah! Hurry up!
B: I’m coming right now.
Listen to the text and describe your apartment and street area
Tapescript 28
Hi, I’m Ana Blue . This is my apartment . I live in a one – bed-room apartment on the third floor. There is no
elevator in our house, so I walk up and down the stairs. I have a small bedroom, but it is sunny. I have a bathroom,
a living room, and a kitchen. I would like to have a pet dog, but I have no balcony and space.
The street where I live on is quiet, safe and convenient. I live near everything. The park is across the street, so I
walk in the park every morning. I shop at the green market, and I pay my phone bill at the telephone company which
is just opposite my house. Best of all, I can walk to work because I teach at the elementary school down the street.
Finally, I have great neighbours. Mr. and Mrs. Robinson live next door, and my friend Kevin lives in the apartment
on the other side. They are quiet and very friendly.
Unit 10
Christmas preparations and celebrations
Listen to the poems and recite
Winter morning
Winter is the king of showmen,
Turning small trees into snowmen,
And houses into birthday cakes,
And spreading sugar over the lakes.
Snow is so snowy when it’s snowing,
I’m sorry it’s slushy when it’s going.

Tapescript 29

Fire
I like to sit by the fire and stare,
At the curious things I can see in there,
It’s better than pictures in the picture book
To sit by the fire and look and look.
I don’t want to jump and I don’t want to shout,
Mummy says, “What are you thinking about?”
But I am not thinking, I just like to sit,
Quite still by the fire and admire it.
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Christmas Message by Henry Longfellow
I heard the bells on Christmas Day
Their old familiar carols play,
And wild and sweet
The words repeat
Oh peace on earth, good will to men.
Listen to the song and sing
The Twelve Days of Christmas (An old English carol)
			

Tapescript 30

Unit 11
Robinson Crusoe

Listen and read about the life and strange and surprising adventures of Robinson Crusoe and say which
paragraph tells you...
My first sea journey – Part one
Tapescript 31
1 . Before I begin my story, I would like to tell you something about myself. I was born in the year 1632, in the
city of York in the north of England. My father was German, but he came to live and work in England. He married
my mother, who was English. Her family
name was Robinson, so, when I was born, they called me Robinson and my full name was Robinson Crusoe.
2. My father was a good businessman and I went to a good school. He wanted me to have a good job and live a
quiet, comfortable life. But I wanted adventure and an exciting life. “I want to be a sailor and go to sea,”I told my
parents. They were unhappy about this.
“Please don’t go,” my father said. “You won’t be happy. Sailors have a difficult and dangerous life.”
I loved my parents and because of them I waited one year, but I could wait no longer.
3. One day I saw my friend in town whose father had a ship. He said to me, “We are sailing to London tomorrow.
Why don’t you come with us?” And so, on September 1st, 1651, we sailed to London.
Listen and read – part two and complete the sentences
Tapescript 32
A few days later, when we were in the sea, there was a storm. The sea was rough and dangerous, and the ship
went up and down on the waves. I was seasick and very afraid. “Oh, I don’t want to die!” I cried. “I want to live! If
I live, I’ll go home and never go to sea again!”
The next day the sea was quiet and beautiful. I felt better. I forgot about the storm and decided not to go home.
I stayed in London for some time and when the captain of a ship asked me to go with him to Guinea in Africa, I
agreed. So, I went to sea for the second time. It was a good ship and everything went well at first, until a Turkish
pirate ship attacked us. We had a hard fight but we lost and became prisoners.
The Turkish captain and his men took us to Morocco. They wanted to sell us as slaves. The captain liked me and
kept me for himself. This was a sudden and terrible change in my life. Now I was a slave and the Turkish captain
was my master.
Unit 12

Tapescript 33

Listen and read part three and match the sentences with Georgian translation
For two years I lived as a slave.I worked in the house and did all the housework. Every day I planned to escape
and thought about it day and night. One day my master sent me fishing with other two slaves. When we were in the
sea I saw a gun in the boat and was very happy. I pushed Moely into the water.
“Swim!” I cried. “I won’t hurt you. Swim to the shore!”
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Then I said to the boy, “Xury, if you help me I’ll be a good friend. If you don’t help me, I’ll push you into the
sea too. Xury was ready to help me. So we sailed south on a small boat for about ten or twelve days until we saw
land and strange, wild people. We had no food, so we had to go to the shore. With our hands and face we showed
the people that we were hungry and they gave us some food.
They were friendly and we stayed on the island for some time but we wanted to go back. One day we saw a
ship. I shot a gun and the captain saw us. The ship was going to Brazil and the captain agreed to take us. The captain
wanted to have Xury as a slave. The captain promised me that in two years Xury would be free. When we arrived in
Brazil I said goodbye to Xury and the captain, left the ship and began a new life.
Listen and read part four and make a timeline
Tapescript 34
I stayed in Brazil for almost four years. I became rich...but also bored. One day my friends came to me and said,
“We are going to Africa to do business. Why don’t you come with us? We’ll be richer after the journey!” I left my
comfortable life in Brazil and so, in 1659, I went to sea again.
At first everything went well, but then there was terrible weather and for twelve days the storm and the rain
didn’t stop. We lost three men and the ship had holes in its sides. We were in real danger now. The sea was trying to
break the ship into pieces, and we had very little time. Quickly, we put a boat into the sea and left the ship the ship.
The sea was very rough, the huge waves turned our boat over and threw us into the water. I looked round for my
friends, but I could see nobody. I was alone. I was a good swimmer and the sea carried me to the shore. Suddenly a
mountain of water pushed me up the beach and I fell on the wet sand. Slowly, I got to my feet and looked at the sea.
I could see my ship, but it was wrecked.
There was nobody in the water. All my friends died. Only I was alive in a strange wild country, with no food,
no water and no gun. It was getting dark. I was afraid to sleep on the beach, so I went up into a tree and stayed there
all night.

Unit 13

How to get the information
Tapescript 35
Listen to the forecast on the radio, identify the locations on the map and fill the chart in your copybook
Look at the map of the United States. In Boston it’s cold today. It’s snowing. The temperature is 10 degrees.
In New York It’s cloudy and cold today. The temperature is 12 degrees.
In Miami it’s sunny and hot. The temperature is 28 degrees.
In Huston it’s sunny and warm today. The temperature is 22 degrees.
The weather is beautiful and sunny today in San Diego. The temperature is 24 degrees.
In San Francisco it’s raining and it’s cool. The temperature is 15 degrees.
It’s raining in Seattle too. It’s 18 degrees in Seattle. You will need your umbrella and raincoat.
In Denver it’s snowing today. The temperature is 5 degrees in Denver.
It’s cloudy and cold in Chicago today. It’s very windy. The temperature is 7 degrees.
Practise the pronunciation
furniture, lecture, mixture, picture, adventure, literature, miniature,
Listen to the tongue twister and repeat
Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers.
A peck of pickled peppers Peter Piper picked.
If Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers,
Where’s the peck of pickled peppers Peter Piper picked?
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Tapescript 37		
			

Listen to the song
By the Beautiful Sea
By the sea, by the sea,
By the beautiful sea,
You and I, you and I,
Oh, how happy we’ll be!
When each wave comes a-rolling in,
We will duck or swim,
And we’ll float and fool around the water,
Over and under and then up for air!
Pa is rich, Ma is rich, So now what do we care?
I love to be beside your side,
beside the sea, beside the seaside
By the beautiful sea.

Tapescript 38

Unit 14
Good food is healthy food
Tapescript 39
Listen to the conversation and write down Dolly’s shopping list in your copybook
Mother: Are you going to the shops, Dolly?
Dolly: Yes, mum. I want to invite my friends and make a cake.
Mother: What are you going to buy?
Dolly: Lots of things for a cake – a packet of flour, a jar of yogurt, a packet of raisins, fruit and some ingredients
for pizza.
Mother: We’ve got some raising in the cupboard, so you don’t need to buy them.Can you bring some things for
me too.
Dolly: Yes, mum. What do you want me to bring?
Mother: Darling, bring a jar of instant coffee, a packet of tea, and a loaf of white bread, please.
Dolly: OK mum.
Mother: Do you have enough money, sweetheart?
Dolly: Yes, mum. I’ll be back soon. Julia is going to help me. Would you please tell her that I’ll be back in half
an hour?
Mother: Sure. I’ll tell her. Take care.
Listen and read the text Rosie’s problem and correct the statements
Tapescript 40
I enjoy TV cooking lessons very much. Last week I watched the program about strawberry jam and tomato
sauce. I liked the program and next day I bought all the products for tomato sauce-fresh tomato, garlic, spices and
strawberry and sugar for jam.
First I prepared tomato sauce. When everything was ready I put it into a big bowl. Then I prepared strawberry
jam. Both looked so good. I prepared the labels and was going to put them on the jars when the telephone rang. It
was a long-distance call from my sister, who lives in Germany and we had a long talk. When I returned to the kitchen
my five-year-old son was putting the labels on the jars and carefully putting them on the shelves.
It was later when I realized the mistake when my brother put jam on his hot-dog and I put tomato sauce in my
cake. Now I have a problem. Both tomato sauce and strawberry jam are reddish-brown colour. I have lots of jars and
I don’t know what’s in them. Do I have to taste all of them?
Listen and read part five – A New Life on the Island and answer the questions
Tapascript 41
In the morning I looked at the sea. To my surprise, the wrecked ship was still there. I decided to swim there and
take necessary things. I found four long pieces of wood near the ship, tied them together with a rope and made a
raft. I started taking the things from the ship. I found a big box of food – rice, salted meat, rusk – bread. I also found
carpenter’s tools – two saws, an axe, a hammer, bags full of nails and screws, a large screwdriver, a grindstone,
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the ship ‘s sails, ropes, paper , pens, seven guns and gun powder. It was difficult to take my things to the shore, but
slowly and carefully I did it.
After some time I found a small cave on the hill. I used the ship’s sails, ropes, and pieces of wood and after a lot
of hard work I had a fine tent. At the back of my tent was a good place to keep my food and I called it my “kitchen”.
That night I slept in my new home peacefully and thought about the possible dangers on the island.
Next morning to my great delight the wrecked ship was still there and I sailed toward it. This time I saved the
dog who became my devoted and loving companion for 16 years. I also got a hammock, a huge kettle, a pair of large
scissors and other things. After several visits the ship sank.
Listen, read Robinson Crusoe part six
Tapescript 42
My new life on the island started and I panicked. “What will happen to me now, alone on the island? How can I
get out of here?” Then I told myself that I was lucky – lucky to be alive; lucky to have water and food; lucky to have
necessary tools; lucky to be young and strong. Sometimes when I walked on this beautiful valley I had the feeling
that I was the king of this land. I was happy but lonely.
I could only talk with my dog and a parrot-Polly. I knew that this island was unknown and somewhere in South
America. I said to myself, “I’m going to stay on this island for a long time.” So, on a long piece of wood, I cut these
words:
I came here on 30th September 1659.
Now I needed food. To my great joy I found some fruit – oranges, lemons, and grapes. I dried grapes and made
raisins, I dried other fruit too... Sometimes I killed animals, once I killed a big turtle. I cooked it. It was delicious. I
tamed some goats and soon I had goat’s milk to drink every day.
And so w e n t the days, months, years...
Every day I worked very hard. I made my cave bigger. Every month I learnt to do or make something new. I
learned how to make a table, chairs, shelves, pots. I learnt to make clothes from the skin of dead animals. I learnt
how to make fire and use dead animal’s fat to make a light. I learnt to make a canoe. I learned how to sow the barley
and rice in a good season, make bread and rice pudding. I learnt how to survive.
Unit 15-16
Robinson Crusoe
Listen and read part seven and find the words and phrases in the text
Tapescript 43
One year something terrible and strange happened. I saw footprints on the shore – the foot prints were of a man!
I looked everywhere, but there was nobody around. For three days I didn ‘t leave my cave. For weeks, months, two
years I stayed near my home and never used a gun. One morning I saw five boats. There were about thirty men and
they had two prisoners. They made fire and danced round it. Then they killed one of the prisoners and began to cook
the terrible meal. I understood that they were cannibals.
Suddenly the other prisoner turned and ran. He ran like a wild goat. I ran as fast as I could down the hill.
I took the prisoner to my cave.
He was a fine young man, about twenty – five years old, tall and well built, with a kind face and nice smile. He
had brown skin, black hair , bright eyes and strong white teeth. I gave him the name “Man Friday”, because it was
Friday. I began to teach him English. Soon he could say his name, “Master”, “Yes” and “No”. How good it was to
hear the man’s voice again!
Robinson Crusoe Part eight
Tapescript 44
Listen and read the story Home to England and make a timeline
One day Friday came to me running “Master! Master! He cried. “There ‘s a great ship near the island, and the
men are coming to the shore in a boat!” I immediately ran down to the shore. To my great surprise I saw that it was
an English ship! W e hid behind the trees and waited. There were several men in a boat, but three of them were
prisoners. Their arms were tied with a rope, but their legs were free . The prisoners sat down under a tree, not far
from us. They looked very unhappy.
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Very quickly and quietly I came up behind them through the trees and called out in English. “Don’t be afraid,”
I said. “I am an Englishman. Perhaps I can help you.”
The three e men looked at me in surprise.
Then the oldest man spoke. “I am the captain of this ship,” he said, “and these two men are my mates. Last night
there was a mutiny on my ship, and the seamen took the ship. Now they are going to leave us on this island.” I said
to the captain, “I f we help you get your ship back, w ill you take me back to England?” The captain agreed.
Friday and I made up a plan.
We ran from tree to tree, calling, shouting and shooting. Because it was dark, the men thought we had a lot of
people and stopped ghting. We left the mutineers on the island. I showed them my house and all my tools.
And so, on the nineteenth of December 1686, after twenty – seven years, two months and nineteen days – I said
goodbye to my island and sailed home to England with my good, true friend – Friday.
Unit 17
Listen and read the text and make sentences for the given answers
Tapescript 45
Paul Gauguin was born in Paris, France in1848. His family moved to Peru. His father died when he was 3 years
old. At the age of seven the family returned to Paris. His mother died when he was fifteen. In 1873 he married and
had five children. He became a banker and served in the army as a pilot’s assistant, but from his childhood he was
interested in painting. Paul Gauguin travelled a lot. He was in Denmark, Panama, and Tahiti. He gave up his work
as a banker and devoted himself to art.
He painted a lot of pictures of the people and places he visited. Famous painters of that time worked with him
and exhibited his work.
Gauguin suffered from depression. He was drinking a lot and died in 1903 at the age of 54.
Listen, read the text and describe the picture

Tapescript 46

1. Van Gogh was born in Holland in 1853. He did not start his painting until he was
twenty-seven, ten years before he died.
2. In 1886 he left Holland and went to Paris. After living there for two years he moved to the South of France.
Here he painted some his most famous pictures.
3. Van Gogh was mentally ill. In 1888 Gauguin visited him and the friends spent nine weeks together. One day
they quarrelled and van Gogh attacked Gaguin. He was angry and afraid and left Van Gogh’s house forever.
When his friend left Van Gogh cut off part of his ear. On 27 July 1890 Van Gogh took a gun, went into a
cornfield and shot himself.
4. Today Van Gogh’s paintings cost millions of pounds but in his lifetime he sold only one.
Unit 18
The Giving Tree – Part one
Tapescript 47
Listen and read the story by Shel Silverstein and answer the questions
Once there was a tree... and she loved a little boy. Every day the boy came and gathered her leaves and made
them into crowns and played. Sometimes he climbed up her trunk and swung from her branches and ate apples. And
they played hide-and seek. And when he was tired, the boy was sleeping under the tree in her shade. And the boy
loved the tree very much. And the tree was happy.
But time went by. And the boy grew u p . And the tree was often alone. Then one day the boy came to the tree
and the tree said,” Come, Boy, come and climb up my trunk and swing from my branches and eat apples and play in
my shade and be happy.” “I am too big to climb and play,” said the boy. “I want to buy things and have fun. I want
some money. Can you give me some money?” “I am sorry,” said the tree, “But I have no money. Take my apples
and sell them in the city. Then you will have money and you will be happy.” And the boy climbed up the tree and
gathered her apples and carried them away. And the tree was happy.
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Unit 19
The Giving Tree – part three and say who said...
Tapescript 48
But the boy stayed away for a long time. And when he came back, the tree was so happy she could hardly speak.
“Come, Boy, “she said. “Come and play.”
“I am too old and sad to play” said the Boy. “I want a boat that will take me far away from here. Can you give
me a boat?” “Cut down my trunk and make a boat.” said the tree, “then, you can sail away and be happy.” And so
the Boy cut down her trunk and made a boat and sailed away. And the tree was happy... but not really.
Listen and read the story The Giving Tree part four and discuss the statements
Tapescript 49
And after a long time the Boy came back again. “I am sorry, Boy,” said the tree. “But I have nothing left to give
you.... no apples, no branches, no trunk I am just an old stump. I am sorry...”
“I don’t need very much now,” said the Boy, “just a quiet place to sit and rest. I am very tired.”
“Well,” said the tree. She straightened herself up as much as she could. “Well, an old stump is good for sitting
and resting. Come Boy, sit down and rest.” And the Boy did. And the tree was happy.
Practise pronunciation (13-19)
Listen and read the tongue twister
How many cookies could a good cook cook if a good cook could cook cookies?
A good cook could cook as much cookies as a good cook who could cook cookies.
Listen to the song and sing
I’m Only Sleeping
John Lenon/Paul McCartney
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UNIT 20
Listen to the dialogue and label the buildings
Tapescript 52
Tim: Did you see the new shops on Cherry Road?
Betty: Hey, wait. Is there a clothes shop or a shoe shop?
Tim: Yes, there are both. A clothes shop is next to the pizza restaurant, and the shoe shop is between the clothes
shop and the chemist.
Betty: And where’s the pizza restaurant?
Tim: Let me think. Oh it’s opposite the new internet cafe.
Betty: And where’s that?
Tim: The internet cafe is next to the post office on the other side of the street.
Betty: And where’s the bank?
Tim: Oh, it’s between the post office and the police station.
Betty: I don’t know where the police station is.
Tim: It is in front of City Hall.
Betty: Oh, sorry I am confused. Can you explain that again, please?
Tim: OK. Well, if you are standing on the corner of Cherry Street on the left, there is a pizza restaurant, clothes
shop, shoe shop and chemist. On the right there is an internet cafe, post office, bank and police station.
The City Hall is behind the police station.
Betty: Mm, I think I understand now Anyway, let’s go there tomorrow.
Unit 21

Tapescript 53

Listen to the poem The Pied Piper of Hamelin part three and play out the sdialogue between the piper nd
the Mayor 			
Once more the piper went into the street
And blew his pipe. This time...
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Like the fowl out came the children running.
All the little girls and boys,
With rosy cheeks and golden curls,
And sparkling eyes and teeth like pearl,
Tripping and skipping ran merrily after
The wonderful music with shouting and laughte
The Mayor was dumb and the people too
Unable to move a step or cry
To the children merrily dancing by...
And the piper turned from the High Street
To where the Weser was.
However, suddenly he turned from South to West
First to the hill and then to the mountain
Until the mountain side shut fast.
The Mayor sent East, West, North, and South
To offer the piper all silver and gold,
If he could only bring the children back.
But the piper and the dancers never came back.
Unit 22
Lies... Lies...

Tapescript 54

Read and listen to the story The Umbrella Man by Roald Dahl and answer the questions
			
I am twelve years old and I’m a girl. I’m going to tell you about a funny thing that happened to my mother and
me yesterday evening.
Yesterday afternoon, my mother took me up to London to see the dentist. He found one hole. It was in a back
tooth and he filled it without hurting me too much. After that, we went to a cafe. I had a gorgeous banana split and
my mother had a cup of coffee. It was about six o’clock.
When we came out of the cafe it started to rain. ‘We must get a taxi,’ my mother said. It was raining quite hard.
We stood on the pavement in the rain, looking for a taxi. Lots of them came by but they all had passengers inside
them.
Just then a man came up to us. He was a small man and he was pretty old, probably seventy or more. He raised
his hat politely and said to my mother, ‘Excuse me, I do hope you will excuse me . . . ’ He had a fine white moustache
and bushy white eyebrows and a pink face. He had an umbrella in his hand ‘I wonder if I could ask a small favour,’
he said. ‘It is only a very small favour.’
I saw my mother looking at him suspiciously. This little old man was nice. He was polite. He was well-spoken.
He was well-dressed. He was a real gentleman. The reason I knew he was a gentleman was because of his shoes.
This man had beautiful brown shoes.
Practise pronunciation
Listen to the poem and fill in
Solomon Grundy
Born on Monday
Christened on Tuesday
Married on Wednesday
Ill on Thursday
Worse on Friday
Died on Daturday
Buried on Sunday
This is the end of
poor old Solomon Grundy
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SUGGESTED INTERNET MATERIALS FOR V CLASS
Unit 1.

The Fall of the Berlin War in 1989
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zmRPP2WXX0U
GLADIATOR (2000) – Official Movie Teaser Trailer – YouTube
A game on irregular verbs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TOIyCuoCvJA

Unit 2.

A Coat (A story about Herbert Grant’s childhood)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MunLfcKWykA

Unit 3.

The Lion and the Mouse
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iPybpc-xuG0

Unit 3.6.

The mouse and the Lion
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iPybpc-xuG0-

Unit 4.2.

How to make pressed flowers

https://www.google.ge/search?q=video+how+to+make+pressed+flowers&oq=video+how+to+make+pressed+flowers&aqs=chrome..69i57.12161j0j1&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8#kpvalbx=0

Revision (1-4) Exercise 1
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=difference+between+the+jaguar+and+leopar
Unit 6.

.
Unit 11.

Swan Lake
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MunLfcKWykA
Act 1 Scene 2 – Appearance of Rothbart
Four little swans’ dance (Bolshoi ballet) The dying swan
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFJGhQYex-E
Nina Ananiashvili dances The Dying Swan (vaimusic.com)
How Do You Make A Leaflet?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rRB_ySRLIg4
How the ship Argo was made
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DG4YSt9I7Ag
Jason and the Golden Fleece
https://www.youtube.com
Alexander Graham Bell
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JsRt5lBdBfE

Unit 13.

Robinson Crusoe
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6C6xlpr5b7U
https://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/en/games/whats-the-weather

Unit 14.

https://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/en/songs/i-can-sing-rainbow
https://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/en/word-games/food-1

Unit 17.

Niko pirosmani
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6wJdqOuWFrA
Paul Gauguin
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jW3v3pK-QvU&t=11s
Van Gogh
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qv8TANh8djI

Unit 21.

Walt Disney fables
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UXOCHn7Vfec
The Pied Piper of Hamelin
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=54SosvLnCvU

Unit 22.

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=An+Umbrella+Man+by+Dahl
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STUDENT BOOK REVISION UNITS ANSWER KEY
REVISION 1-4
1. Find the information on the internet and say the differences between jaguar and leopard
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=difference+between+the+jaguar+and+leopard
1. T;
2. T;
3. F;
4. F;
5. T;
6. F; 7. T;
8. T;
9. T;
10. T
2. What time does the clock say? B
3. Which clock shows? C
4. Put the right form of adjectives
1. B
2. B
3. C
4.
1b
2. B
3. d.
5. Choose the right word
1. Whose
2. They’re
3.Your
4. It’s
5. Who’s 6.Their
6. Correct the sentence and write in your copybook
1. I read the book:Robinson Crusoe”
2. Which is your favourite subject-History or Geography?
3. I have music on Sunday and on Tuesday.
4. My English teacher’s name is Ms. Thompson
5. My elder brother studies at Tbilisi State University
7. Say which is singular or plural
Sinular: One hour’s drive, The girl’s name, The teacher’s room,
Plural: ten minutes’ walk, three hours’ drive, the girls’ names, The teachers’ room
8. Choose the right answer: B
9. Find the words: Zipper blouse, sharp teeth, toast with marmalade, science museum

7. You’re

8. Its

REVISION 5-8
1. Put the verbs in simple past form (affirmative, negative)in your copybook: was, danced came, liked, was not, was; presented, had,
performed, were, went up, did not look, did not make, was, liked, were
2. Make up the sentences. Student’s suggested answers
3. Match with the translation:
1. H
2. E 3. i
4. j
5. f
6. a
7. G
8. B
9. C
10. d
4. Compare the things. The student’s suggested answers
5. Find the synonyns:
1.d
2.e
3. f
4. c
5. B
6.
a
Find the antonyms: put a spell-break the spell, near-far away, dangerous – peaceful, victory-defeat, separately – together.
6. Put the letters I the right order and read the word: balet, swan, prince, princess, magician
7. Read the text
8. Say True or False
1. T
2. F
3. T
4. T
5. F
6. F
REVISION 9-13
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Read the text
What do you think. The student’s answers
Work in pairs and make up a dialogue
Read the poem
Complete the sentence
1. Christmas
2. Deer
3. Candy Cane
Read the text and answer the questions
Are the statements true or false:
1. F
2. F
3. T
4.T
5. T
Write out the regular and irregular verbs:
Regular verbs: decorate, follow, push, arrive, want, answer
Irregular verbs: put, choose, spend, ride, sing, tell, meet, cost, sink, sleep, drive

4. Student’s suggested answer

REVISION 14-19
1. Put the verbs in the past simple or past continuous tense: 1. Went; 2. Had; 3. Saw; 4. Was walking; 5. Was; 6. Saw; 7. Was eating; 8.
Started; 9. Were swinging; 10. Was drinking; 11. Liked; 12. Decided.
2. Match the sentences with Georgian translation:
1. f
2.e
3. G 4. H 5. I
6. A 7. C
8. D
9. B
3. Interview two friends and make a presentation
4. Discuss in class
5. Write in your copybook how will you try to save the environment
6. Describe the picture by Pirosmani in your copybook
7. Write out parts of speech from the poem in your copybook: articles, nouns, adjectives, pronouns, verbs, adverbs, conjunctions,
prepositions, interjections
REVISION 20-22
1.
2.
3.
4.

Put the events in the right order: c, b, e, d, g, h, a, f.
Work in paeis ans ask the questions. The student’s suggested answers
Study the rule and examples – The future in the past tense
A project Design a mini book “The Pied Piper of Hamelin”.
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WORKBOOK TESTS ANSWER KEYS
TEST 1-4
1. Write the contracted forms of the words: I’m; we’re; didn’t; doesn’t; haven’t; who’s; they’re; it’s; what’s; there’s; aren’t; he’s.
2. Use the spostophe in the proper place: the students’ notebooks; the boys’ bags; the doctor’s office; the dogs’ houses; mother’s children.
3. Read the text and fill in the information: Rose is English, she is 14; Rose has a father, mother, a sister Debbie, a nice cottage, a puppy
Debbie is English. She is 16; She has a father, mother, a sisiter Rose, a nice cottage, a hamster
Both are English.
Both have a father, mother, sister, a cottage, a favourite animal
Both like their country and animals.
4. Choose do/does or do not(don’t)/does not(doesn/t)
1. Doesn’t; 2. doesn’t; 3. Do not; 4. Don’t; 5. doesn’t; 6. Does not; 7. Do not; 8. don’t; 9. don’t; 10. do.
5. Match the synonyms: 1 – h; 2 – h; 3 – f; 4 – c; 5 – g; 6 – d; 7 – j; 8 – a; 9 – I; 10 – b.
6. Use the right comparison of these adjectives: 1. longer; 2. faster; 3. the most beautiful; 4. busier; 5. best.		
7. match the antonym:1 – h; 2 – f; 3 – I; 4 – j; 5 – d; 6 – a; 7 – h; 8 – b; 9 – c; 10 – g.
8. Write th infinitive of each verb: gasp stare cry notice wonder roll roar stare stop copy fall say wake run put see begin hear get is
TEST 5-8
1. Correct the sentences about the ballet “Swan Lake”
2. Odile was an evil magician’s daughter.
3. The evil magician (Rothbart) put a spell on Odette.
4. The Prince was cheated.
5. The Swan Queen was dressed in white feathers.
6. There are three acts in the ballet.
2. Which word do these words belong to
Voyage: ship, map, compass, guide-book
Technilody: mobile, internet, compass, telephone, screen, communicate, wire, mouse
3. Read the text and fill in the chart.
Name Profession

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Things they like to collect

Michael

writer

Archeological brochures,guidebooks,models, broken art pieces

Tamuna

a writer

Books of British and American authors

Marion

a tour guide

guide books, brochures, maps

Adrian

a painter

modern paintings

Match the words: 1 – c; 2 – g; 3 – h; 4 – f; 5 – i; 6 – b; 7 – e; 8 – a 9 – d.
Match with English translation: 1 – d; 2 – c; 3 – e; 4 – a; 5 – b.
Put in the right preposition:1. through; 2. over; 3. In; 4. without; 5. with.
Put the verbs in the right order: 1. goes; 2. watched; 3. helped; 4. tidied; ended.
Find the regular verbs: carry,travek, live, communicate, hunt, dance, play, like.
Find irregular verbs: go; do; hurt; see; steal; get; put; see; fall; come; swim; become; tell; say.

TEST 9-13
1. Read the text. Are the statements true or false? 1.T, 2.T, 3.T, 4. F Correct the sentences if they are not right:1.from an apartment to a
house 2.some furniture 3. A big, round table, 4.cabinet, 5.bedroom, 6 right sentence
2. Number the words from the shortest time to the longest time:1.second, 2.hour, 3.day, 4.week, 5.month, 6.year, 7.century, 8.millennium
3. Put in the preposition where necessary:1. From...to, 2.on, 3.In, 4. on/of, 5.at/at, 6-, 7.in
4. Find the group word for these things: 1. Robinson Crusoe, 2.weather, 3. Swan Lake, 4. Subjects, 5. Technology, 6. Animals, 7. House,
8. Communication, 9 irregular verbs, 10 regular verbs.
5. Match the questions with the answers:1. – a, 2. – b,3. – c, 4. – d, 5. – e, 6. – f, 7. – g, 8. – h.
6. Put the events of Robinson Crusoe in the right order:7,2,1,5,8,3,6,9,4,10
7. Find 11 irregular verbs: read, saw, woke, went, became, hurt, swam, put, got, ran, fell
8. Decide if the verb is in the present or in the past and write:1. past/present 2.present/past 3.present/past 4.past/present 5. present/past/6/
present/past
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TEST 14-19
1. Replace the underline words with a persona pronoun:1 – it, 2 – it, 3 – He, 4 – they, 5. – they, 6. – They 7. – she, 8. – it, 9. – He, 10. – it.
2. Replace the word with a possessive pronoun: 1. mine, 2. his, 3. your, 4.theirs, 5.hers
3. Match the synonyms:1. – g, 2. – h, 3. – I, 4. – d, 5. – a, 6. – j, 7. – f, 8. – e, 9. – c, 10. – b
Match the antonyms: 1. – f, 2. – h, 3. – I, 4. – g, 5. – b, 6. – d, 7. – j, 8. – a, 9. – c, 10. – e
4. Find the infinitive of these verbs:1. fight; 2. burst; 3. blow; 4. Eat; 5. dance; 6. Turn; 7. sing; 8. cry; 9. say; 10. try.
5. Find the past form of these verbs: told,swam, attacked, killed, died, kept, threatened, shut, turned, felt
6. Put the verns in the present, past, future, and present and past continuous: 1. were you doing; 2. listened; 3. Do you usually do; 4. is
knocking; 5. Will you come; 6. don’t like; 7. Does it often rain; 8. was speaking.
7. Match with Georgian translation: 1 – 4, 2 – 2, 3 – 8, 4 – 9, 5 – 10, 6 – 7, 7 – 3, 8 – 5, 9 – 6, 10 – 1.
8. Od one out: 1. question 2. wood, 3. rat, 4. cake, 5. Fowl, 6. Mountain, 7. Sixteen
9. Grammar odd one out: 1. Fought; 2. soft; 3. Killed; 4. Ours; 5. Her; 6. him; 7. Slow.
10. Make up questions for these answers:
1. When did it happen?
2. Where did it happen?
3. What did the rats do?
4. Who came to the Mayor?
5. Why did the rats follow him?
6. Did they drown?
7. Where did the Piper take the children?
8. Did the Mayor keep his promise?
TEST 20-22
1. Put the verbs in the present or past continuous: 1. am feeding, 2. was playing, 3. was cleaning, 4. was writing/was reading, 5. is speaking,
6. is sleeping.
2. Write the missing question words: 1 when/where; 2. Who; 3. What; 4. When /Why did; 5. What; 6. Why; 7. Where; 8. How.
3. Put the dialogue in order:
– Do you think it’s late to save the planet?
– Why do you think so?
– Because people are not doing anything to save it.
– What do you think they can?
– They can plant more trees.
4. Read the text
5. Are the statements True or False? 1.T; 2. F; 3. T; 4.T; 5.F; 6. F; 7. F.
6. Put the questions to the underlined words: 1.What kind of things are there? 2. What can they buy? 3. What are very expensive?
4. What do the people do every year?
7. Find in the text the definitions for these words:
1. with people from different parts of the world – cosmopolitan
2. not dangerous-safe
3. provide help when people need or are ill-health care
4. place where people see the movies-cinama.

Happy teaching!
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